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On September 15, 194?, « »«"*» awerieen F-66a set
* new world air sp^^i record of 6?0»9dl aph at «uroc,
allfami*. ?hc average Rseh nuafeer of this speed
trial was 0.3?. «» p«46* ie powered by a Sonera!
>ctrle~«U2iaon Jf-3& turbojet engine. Tatm was the
fourth tlao la twenty seven moth* that the world air
•pood record was broken by a turbo-jet powered air*
eraft. on Deeaabe* 22, 1^7. an aviation nagaalne p
lished a report that the ©all XS-1, a roeket powered
aircraft, had exceeded a flight a*eh nuwber of l.o at
altitude, fceaawhile, other axperiaseotal aircraft such
aa the Douglas - >'8-II t the Bell XS-2, the Douglae
XS-3» and the Korthrop XS-4 are being developed for
Investigating transonic flight.
Gn the baaia of thia information it la obvious
that rapid strides aire being aade in the field of
aviation. As flight eoeede approach and p^Bm the speed
of sound new problesss ariae whieh Influence trie design
oT aircraft and aircraft engines* Foremost a«ong these
problem is the phenomenon that air at ttmm* flight
aach nuabera is cosipreaoiblo, m4. behaves In a quite
different wanner than it does at relatively lev 9p**4m9
:
2The question also arises as to which type of pro-
pulsion system is host fitted for use at spsods near
the speed of fount;. The eoe&nonly roco^nlsod typos of
propulsion systesas for airborne vehicles are the reci-
procating engine driven propeller, the turbine driven
propeller, the turbo-Jet, the ram-Jet, end the rocket*
Oaaly the last mentioned Is Independent of air supply
for the generation of power,
At high ap*m&* propeller efficiency declines
rapidly so the use of a propeller driven aircraft near
the npm&d of sound la not practical* This is further
indicated by the present speed advantage of jet peapsred
aircraft over propeller driven aircraft, "The rocket,
since it is independent of air supply, ap
;
e are to have
a big advantage, but it is so inefficient at low super-
sonic mach mashers that its fuel demands severely
restrict the flight duration, its use la present
experimental type aircraft Is based upon a desire to
reach supersonic speeds* If only for a short duration,
to obtain data to prove and develop aerodynamic designs
for supersonic flight. It should be noted that auxi-
liary weans are used to bring these aircraft up to high
speed before the rocket power is utilised* The XS-1
Is air launched frore another aircraft, and the -3'56-II
has a turbo-jet engine for subsonic flight*
The rem-jet engine has s restricted use due to
design Hesitations, It is efficient for only one flight

3mesh nuafeer* and earmot develop sufficient thrust to
reach this design point unaided* eraoro, at
flight »*ach nustbers below 1,5 the turbo-jet la thee*
retlcally acre efficient.
After considering the principal disadvantage of
the other typos of propria ion aystoma, the suitability
of the turbo-jot for transonic operation will be c:
sldereti* Fig* 1. which was obtained froat ;.*ef • 1, shews
the variation of thruat with flight vel at various
values of real recovery ret -. /. 2Un recovery ratio la
* iseasure of dlffuser efficiency, end la defined thus:
Baa recovery ratio a ,.ff„ *—2-
Aa can be seen, thrust doea vary with flight velocity *
particularly with low values of rem recovery ratio*
Thrust la even ?:ore aenaltlve to engine rpau The turbo-
jet's moving porta eonalat of a directly coupled tur-
bine and compressor* The characteristics of theae two
ta ere each that peek efficiency occurs at a parti-
cular design engine speed* verletlone fros thla design
point reeult In reduced engine performenee* Fig* 1
roveala that the thrust decreaeea with flight velocity
down to a minimal* end then Increeeea with further speed
increase If the reat recovery ratio la sufficiently hi
Pig* 2 shows the variation of specific fuel eon-
suction with flight velocity with various ram recovery
ratios, fliese curves are also a neaaure of the
..
k
efficiency of a turbo-Jet unit. m»y shot that for
high raw recovery ratios, til* specific fuel consultion
Increases with flight velocity tout tends to level off
after reaching soste mixtmm value. Proas s atudy of
?1ga, I eaS 2 the conclusion can bo drawn that the turbo-
jet offers officiant operation frosa the static thrust
condition to speeds ne&r tho 9pw#& of sound provided
tho diffuser rm» recovery ratio la efficiently high.
These curves would show tho sane trends if they were
extrapolated into tho ran^e of low supersonic meeh
numbers, tho ii^rove^ent la performance with increased
ram recovery ratio ia shown in ?lg. 3. Far exawple,
it shows that far an airplane flying at 6£o »ph at aaa
level an increase in rm recovery ratio from 0.70 to
. K> will result in mx 13.9 par cant increase in net
thmat end a 9.$ W* cent decrease In specific fuel





8eeogniaittK the advantages to be gained b^ efricien*
air induetion Into a turbojet angina, the f»chanica of
the air induction procees will bo Inveatl&atedU For
purpoees of analyaia it will bo assuzsed that tho online
Is fixed in apace and the air is flowing through and
paat It with an undisturbed fro© etreacs velocity equal
to the flight velocity of the airplane* t'ne velocity
of flow at the entrance to the diffuses will not be
the aaase aa the undisturbed free stress velocity except
at one flight velocity. The volume of airflow through
the engine la a funatlon of the engine speed. The
flow velocity at the diffueer entrance depends upon
thia voluae flow mnd the entrance area of the diffuar. .
Therefore, aone process will occur before tho air
enters the diffueer. At low apeee*, the air expands
end accelerates Into the diffuscrj at high speeds, the
air la compressed and deoeleratea into the diffueer.
fhie process occurring before tote air enters the diff
war le aaeuned to be ieentropic.
The following eqaationa earn be used to determine











PJJ a *f (leenirepieflow)
3
} Tj * ?J (Adiabatic flow)
?o consider the nature of the flow within the
diffuaer, let ua write the following ecyuations:
Bulor'e equation t*v one disejisional frictioaless
flow:
+ iS. m o (*)
Continuity equation*
^ « £ 4 ^ .




7Snbet ing *q« (o) In {©5, «o4 earobinins eqa, (a) and
(b), we 6i*t*ive at tlse following ex)?rea*lon».
Thla equation reveals th&t, for aubaanlc flow, velocity
deereaaea with an increeae In area* the reverse la true
foe* avsparaonlc flows* > deeel«r&te a anperaenle flow
lijonfcroolcally to subsonic would require a c<mverglng
channel* rollowed by a diverging section. The velocity
However, the flow in a channel la not isontropl
but it la essentially adlebstlc* therefore the result
of an entr ;py increase can be determined from the
definition of entropy lncreaae aa given In Kef* 2, p. 11*
r
U 4 Xg± i 7Z
y M !
And since the procesa ia adleo&tic, d?° « # and
fdn**alp *Hp ^*^^^^^WW*

The quantities p° and ¥* are definad as total
pjr©c»ia»d and total tMtaperttture • Tbey are the values
which wo Id b« obtained if tha flow ware slewed isea-
fcr© ieally until it had sero velocity, lnee according
law of tl»rjsod^a«mie», dS > , an
pj > p| # or in a non-isentropic process * decrease la
total pressure accompanies aa entropy Increase, The
conditions of flow at tha diffuecr ejtit arc given by
tha following equations, M2 bain? found as an implicit
function of tha entrance conditions,
K2 *1 Pf *1
Tha above equations ahow that diffusa? losses have tJ-va
effect of increasing tha exit mail number far a given
aree ratio, and decreasing the static pressure recovery,
ilhere the dlffuser la beinr; designed for a given exit
asach member, suitable for use in the compressor, tha
effect of the loas ia to require use of a larger ares
ratio, increasing the dlffuser length or Increasing the
rate of pe***ijp* recovery.
* !
9Diffuse* off iciency is deflaed In **say different
i. Sons of these definiti':ma hews advantages in
defining * iwrtleular aspeot of diffusa* perf ?r*eaee»
otiters *aey be ««r« ap^lleable to low velocity flows,
la general* fox* the definition to be sultable it should
Ifill certain requirements* >f. 1 lists the following
re<ruire*e»ta for * diffuser sffielsney parameter;
X* It should be readily faeasured*
2. M«w« s ms^ssusa value of unity to indicate
the bost possible dlffuser p*»rforrzaaee,
no pressure loss*
3. :;em*in essentially eoaateat for the subsonic
speed rea^i (provided tnere are no energy
losses due either to shook forastioa or
sepsrstiofiti resulting fron ©Usages in
fteyaold's rawtoer «
Ifec third wwruirewent rationed sbeve might be
subjected to the eriticlsa that we ere interested not
only in s device for energy conversion in subsonic
flows* but siso for use with supersonic flows* Also*
why is it necessary ttaa* & reaaln constant? mstst
Interests us saest in evaluating the diffuser is what
Is the relative onersgr regaining in the flow at the exit
eoetpercd to the energy available in the flow ahead of
the diffuser. More than one effieienoy parameter wm$
satisfy these requirements. *ee no standard definition
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of dlffumr efficiency he* been decided upon, it X« beat
to h* acquainted t£ fit varioua defI -iti.one which
*fr9ftT«SI ff&Ma* l» ***** &•*» diaeuaeed pre-
ioueXy la connection with the improved oerfonaejice of
a turbojet engine with efficient preeeuve reeave:
Thie pttrasete? «ae c&oaen by tt*® ftutnora of Hcf • 1 aa
beet fulfilling tfce retirement* which they est fo**th
for e satisfactory diffuaar efficiency perasseter. It
Is defined c» followsi
Has recovery ratio S " 'Hi i inn T i n
- p
^p»«»egit^ejL forw. Thi« form of expreaaln^ diffueer
efficleney he* aore appeal to the thermodynamic let or
ajatneraatlcian. ?hia perfirseter expresses the fraction
the kinetic energy inowisnt whioh ia ecoverted into
pressure. iSef
. 2, pm 63, presents the development of
thla definition in the following
FTo* the energy •qiwtioni
w • - «y*y -^ & (£) (b )








or £) r a |£ (d)
,v
W
ico the process la tropic, and the prws*
tewfperattsre relationship far e polytropic process ie*
far inexpressible flow*
r»^?v<CT. BS.fcig* «*i» quantity is
defined In the following aanneri
Dune/sic preaeure recovery retio « 5ft, * ,?g
» Hub reeoverj retie x (X +*v)
»*»•»•$*•
-g&*
At low subsonic m&ch nunbers this parewMiter is th» mmm
as raw recovery wUd, but since it ignores too eomprea-
sibility lector (1 4 \ , it diverges ra .idly mm zsaeh
*»i»bcr Increases. Hi wery higa ef rleloney of pressia-e
reeevery it can •stem** atom, and mo it is net desirable








?MWt WWWF* ££&£« -!• parameter has direct
liofctlon la turbojet pe^formuisa calculations* It
la the ratio of the total preasure at the dlf fuser out-
Id t to the free stream total pressure. It la isport&nt
beeauee it la a direct ^smjro of tb& entropy increase
In the eessnrasiiion process. It la considerably affected
by tiia &ech zassber of the flow,
total pressure ratio • -* a "
• araaeter la given in ssost
turbojet engine performance manuals and la directly
applicable for the coaptation of not :at, air flow,
and specific fuel coneisaption* It la the ratio of the
total pressure at tne dlffuser outlet to the free stress
static pressure. inee It will be alaest always greater
than one. It la not too useful as a measure of the
dlffuser efficiency*
fv**u&* ratio a JSL
*»o
JSBftfiSg ratio * ' TtiXa efficieney parageter la defined
as the klnetle mta'Pgy recovered by the air Induction
system, divided by the klnetle energy available in the
elrstrsaz*. It Is derived In the following manner t
«p^O +W * °p **
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As the salt from tto* uasr the total jf<
is p| and t*ss total tsespsraturs is ?§• thess qstaa-
titles ere reconvert©*! to free stress ca?sdlti?n» share
the Tree sfcresj* static pressure Is p , and the air





ft *g - ^ (% ^
The above station represents tins feiaatle energy snififa
was recovered fra» the airstressu osss
Is adlsbstlo, tJ equals ?| 9 end the energy ratio sous*
tton cm be written:
^8 » ?8 (^J








Ketlo . This definition of diffuser effici-
ency is used l»f« 3, and I* the ratio of the ;>ower
transformed to pre^sur* mt*wgr to the pass? lied
for' trsnsfomstioa.
m&r sullied for trsnsfcrsistion «
'
. f - 'A; f
u • axlel flow Wwl /*
v *> sir strews velocity,
rawer trsneforttsd = / jdA * /A^ smdA




For incompressible flow, u^s^ • ugAg* *°* ***• power
rstlo esa be written,
Fewer rstlo » ;-& g *—3 » - ' ' a,
—
^ (i - ££§, q* « • ( r§>* >
Sines this oofinitios* of diffussr efficiency is based
upon the assumption of inse^presslbls flow, it i» of
little value for the typos of flow which will be con-
aldsred.
This *sftuition of diffuses efficiency is the ratio of

the static prottwir* rise obtained to the suw ef the
static preaaure rise obtained plus the total pr»a*ure
loss In the diffuse. .
nD * iP2 - P<>> " <PS * *
this definition of dtffuscr «fficieney i» not unllice
rest recovery ratio, which way be written in the follow*
lnr» manner t
(Pg > Po) * (Po - Pg)
tat recovery ratio
pg 1 p
S«m recowery ratio when written in this nsnner Is the
ratio of the aaxiwa^ ^oeaible pressure rise less the
total pressure loss in the dif fuscr to the vmxlxam poa-
sible pressure rise, The simplicity of r«as recowery
ratio would ask* it preferable to the i am* effici~
sfwiy based on static pressure rise if the selection of
a definition were a matter of ehol
*he w*in sir intatee duet of • turbojet engine is
designed as a diffuse* because at present flight Tel
cities the. weloolty of the incasing sir wuat be reduced
befc -is air is introduced into the compressor. The
desired Telocity air at the diffuaer exit depends
upon the co»spr©s»or design, freseat types of ee^ressors
opereto with subsonic -weloeitles beceuse their capacity
and efficiency would fall if supersonic relative
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velocities ere at alned end shock eaves develop within
the compressor. Compress ora • take advantage of
this Phenomenon are In the process of development, but
are not yet in actual use. nee we are concerned
primarily with present designs, and since information
on supersonic compressors is restricted , nothing further
will be said shout them*
Proa ®mt . k» the entrance velocity diagram for *
centrifugal compressor is as shown*











p 2 o velocity of the
* » "* - <eu>* impeller tip.
According to Bef
. fa* '•«» the mseh number corresponding
to w#f should not exceed 0*75 approximately, end el)
should not exceed 0.&5>. . It we « a sums these maximum
values, and assume the impeller tip velocity to be sonic,
the meaa number corresponding to the axial velocity is
0.3 La seems to be a fairly value, and
certainly it should be much lower than that If a double
faeed impeller is used, with the double faced impel* r
the airflow must turn through ISO degrem to enter the
r^4»r side, end the hsad lose resulting from this reversal
would be high with such a large flow velocity.
• I.
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Proa ftef . l± 9 the entrance velocity diagrexi for en
axial flow compressor 1st
For an axial flow costpressor t&» blading efficiency la
whan @m la about deg*
eatss tha velocity ahead of a moving blade; aubacrlpt
2 indicates a velocity leaving a moving blade* The illa-
tive velocity, *i $ at any station on the blade ahould
not exceed aonie velocity or eaocte losses will resit,
Since with an axial flow co^jresaor there la no flow
reversal aa occurs wit* a double faced e entrlfugal eosa-
pressor, the allowable axial flow velocity can be
greater* Per very nigh speed aircraft Hi* trend seema
to be toward the turbojet engine with the axial flow
compressor, one important factor influencing this
trend is the fact thst the parol*aible airflow velocity
entering the cors^r eeer ia higher with the axial flow
type* A reaaonable valoe to aseuise for thia compressor
entrance velocity, or diffuacr exit velocity, would be
one corresponding to a mmoh number of 0*3 to . .




aV* K»t«mal -cr^g Considerations.
¥he design of an efficient diffuse* entails s two-
fold considers!: . Mtf the design swot be that
the pressure recovery within the diffuser wust be accom-
plished with * ainistus* loss* second, the flaw over the
outside surfaces In the vieinl f the diffuser i
must not be disturbed to such an extent that lite drag
Is increased. is due to this latter consideration
eft a lower lialt ^n velocity ratio is >sed.
subsonic flows the total drag of • body shape
can be considered to be eonspoaed <& two coaoonenta, skin
friction rag and wake dreg. The two components are
interrelated and have their c punterpax*ts in the internal
diffusa* flow. In the consideration of drag we are
wore concerned with the resistance of the air to the
wotlen of the body throwgi* it| with internal flow we
are wore concerned with the {reesflfe loss in the flow.
A body in a subsonic, non-viscous, ideal flow has
aero drag fame* acting en it. The flow cornea to a
stagnation point on the leading edge of the body with
the kinetic energy of the flow being trenaforaed into
pressure. As the flow continues around the body it is
accelerated up to the widest dimension with the pressure
decreasing ea the velocity increases. Bayond the widest
dltsensi « flow decelerates to a v**r stagnation
point. A awsssation of the taresaire forces in the direc-
tion of flow is aero.
»Mil
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The real flow of * subsonic* viscous fluid trios
to follow the pet tern of the Ideal flow., but viscosity
causes sons dov lotions* e to viscous forces s boun-
dary layer is fomed, a thin layer of fluid &t the
surfsco of th* body where s strong vclocl adle
normsl to the body surfsco exists* This velocity
gradient is the result of viscous interaction, f ricti
between the body sod the fluid* r let Ion tends to
listed* the progress of th# body through the fluid* m
dreg due to friction is usually r ether email, but with
streamline bodies it mey be the *•** signif leant com-
ponent of the total drag*
*he second component of drag is the one which causes
*»ost concern. is the flow progresses around the body
the boundary layer grows* Xn the positive pieseure
gradient at the rear of the body the boundary le>* er ie
unstable end the flow tends to sopors to fro» surface*
Shon the flow separatee there is s pressure loss*
suanation of the press are forces about the body ie no
longer sero and a drag due to the unbalanced pressure
forces results* pressure dreg Increase* with forward
movement of the separation point . poorly designed
shapes the pressure or wake dreg can aaount to several
tltses the skin fri . * lis is comparable with
the separation loss which msy occur in the internal
flow throu^ the diffueer* At low velocity ratios
separation of the flow over the outside surface of
i .
zo
the diffuser is oro lively to occur with attendant
high drag losaoc.
Further complications are Introduced with s-ip:<r-
sonic flows, Mid subsonic flows n*ar the softie velocity.
For « body in a supersonic floe, * dreg force exists
even In & perfect fluid* ag with which we are
concerned, rtowev . , is not t;*ia form dr&Ffg but the added
draft resulting from the appearance of a shock wave on
the surface of the body.
The critical foaeh amber of a body la defined as
that <*eoh number at which a K*eh number of one appears
in the flow around the body* when the flow la at a
liach number greater than the critical, there la always
the possibility of a ahock wave existing on the bo< .
Since a shock wave causes an abrupt change in the flow
with a high degree of turbulence in the vicinity of the
shock, the results of this disturbance are transmitted
to the boundary layer. The boundary layer ia thickened
and the added turbulence increases the likelihood of
early flow separation and wake drag*
When evaluating dlffuser performance the effects of
drag increase due to a particular configuration »uat be
balanced against the gain In engine performance resulting
from the improved internal flow. This la probably an
Important factor In the choice of the flush type air





We have seen that the purpose of a dirfiui«r U to
reduce the velocity of the Incoming air to * level
suitable for use in the online compressor, and* further,
to recover aa auch aa possible of the kinetic energy of
tha airatream and convert it into pressure wi*Tg?* It
wee shown that when tha raw recovery ratio wae hi&h tha
porfortaance of tha Jet engine increased. Let ua no*
investigate eon* of tha faetora which doeraaao tha
diffuser efficiency. If we afrreciste what things
affect diffuser performance, we can incorporate into
our diffueer design featarea which ainlntlso thaaa affacta,
Tha principal typee of loaaaa encountered in Aiffu-
ear flow are:
1« Shook Iocs. 6. Turning lm»
2. ranee lose. 7. Obatructiona in tha flow.
3. Yawing affect. S. Leakage loaa.
k» Sananaion loaa. 9. Fjtit loaa.
5. Friction loaa.
Soma of these loaaea eon ho approximated: by simple
analysis while othere are ao cosplojt and dependent upon
tha condition* of a particular installation that
pjaneral rule a for evaluating their magnitude can be






1* Sneak Law .
**e* MwlHH I WSS » MSeSwiee
The shock loss is a problem which is peculiar to
supersonic mp+md** A shook s eve Is s regie© across
which staSdon sod finite changes in pre asure, density end
velocity of the flow occur* Is s non-1sentropic
cowpresei . The pressure end density increase while
the velocity decreases* since the snook wave is aeeoGft-
ponied by an entropy increase* there is a decrease in
total pressure* This loss Increases with increase of
flow .nsch number before the shock wave* the width of
the shock wave in the direction of flow Is very s&al. .
Shock waves nay toe classified into two categories*
Borstal and oblique* These descriptions specify the
orientation of the wave with respect to the flew direc-
tion* The n >raal ahook la characterised by a Jump frora
supersonic to subsonic velocity; the oblique shock* on
the other Viand* »ay cause s velocity j'jsp from supersonic
to a lesser supersonic* or subsonic velocity* The
velocity jussp from supersonic to a lesser supersonic
velocity is «aore likely* the total head loss across a
normal shock wave is greater than that across m. .que
shock wave*
The relationships across either type of shock wave
are riven by the following equations,
- angle between




x - condition before a s ioek»
y - connMb lor; after the shoe*.
« 2 . 1 +^ »*2 **2«o»2 15
further information o» ahook wevea can be found in H#f . 2,
sad the relationships across the shock wave can be found
la Bar. 5«
Shookless compression fro» supersonic apaad to sub-
sonic speed ia theoretical!
;? possible. The diffuser
ahapo for auoh a flow would be that of a reversed Laval
nossle daal^nad for on© part let mach number.
Ylth such shookless eofapression occurring, the ^.ach
ttssber at the dlffuser throat ia one, «a^ the anas flow
ia a maxiausa. Sow, consider a alight variation in the
son number of the incoming flow, if it ia laaa than
the design wash number, the mase flow will ba laaa than
raaximun, the throat mach number will have to ba less
than ana, tout isantroolc compression from auparaonic to
subsonic flow demands sonic velocity at the diffuser






forms ahead of ttM diffusar entrance. Plow through lino
dttfummr becomes wholly subsonic. 0a the other i>and,
if t;a« ontra ice saeh number Is greater than the design
value, the value of the throat nach ausW mill nmvmr
get as low mm one. Supersonic flow will start Into the
verging part of the diffusar end transition to subsonic
flow can only occur throu$i a shock wave In tits civerg-
lug part of the diffusar*
Ha have considered what hardens whan variations in
flow occur with a reversed Laval noaale flowing full,
actually, mm ahould consider wh* <pmnm whan wa have
subaonic flow through such a diffusar, and the entrance
mach number is increased to supersonic values*
entrance mash numbers below the design value a detached
shock occurs ahead of the ditfvmmr because a stash number
of one trios to occur in the converging part of the
dlffuser, an unstable flow condition, kt some flow
mach number, the contraction ratio of the converging
part of the diffusar is such that a mash number of ons
occurs in the diffusar throat. 7 lis contraction ratio
can be determined from the following relationahfc:
Contraction ratio for sonic velocity at diffusar
throat e area ratio for leantropic deceleration
of flow to sonic velocity at the throat
At this point the diffusar is able to swallow the da-
lammed 3iusc ., supersonic floi starts into fefes -nf" ^^r,
•
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and the •hock forma In the diverging part of the diffu-
sar, its location dependent upon the pressure ratios
•.cross the diffusar. >« can sea, therefore, that shock-
less diffusion Is i-sposaibla, but we esn ^ove the de-
tached shook into tho diverging part of tha £ltfusn
In Bet* 6 tha theoretical iaximun efficient:
attainable with the type of diffusar described above
is riven, as wall as the results of actual experiments*
!fhis data is shownin Pi.
:
• • Actually, with an adjvu
able throat one hundred p^r cant efficiency Is theoreti-
cally possible. If, after supersonic floe has started
through the dlffu*^ throat, the throat area is reduced,
then the throat match mmbar approaches one* % adjust-
ing the pressure ratio across the diffusar the position
of the shook wave can be moved into the throat of the
diffuser, and there Is no loss when the maea number at
tho throat la one. Such a procedure presupposes that
conditions across the diffusar can be closely eontroll ad.
In the evaluation of the theoretical maximum efficiencies
of Pig. k* £h« ahook had boon located in tha diffuser
throat by adjusting the pressure ratios across the
diffusar. Mmmm r, the pressure ratio aoreaa the diffu-
sar dependa upon tho ambient pressure, in this case,
and the valutas flow through tha oppressor, a fu- a
of compressor speed. It is not advisable to vary the
compressor »pm»d over too wide a range, because I
efficiency of the engine will decrease. Also, tho
•
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weahsnicel difficulties of an adjustable throat would
not bo offset by the improved diffuser perfowsanae «h lea
would result* A third objection to this diffuse* do*
align Is that for ril.-Jit teaeh nuzabors grot* tor than thst
for which the d Iffuser woe designed, the voluae flow
through the dlffuser iusos wit& the mash number*
To aesoneeodate tale flow t wqpreesor speed would
hevo to Increase which would affect the overall engine
oerformanc .
as the free stress nsen nuwber increases, the
losses occurring through s detached shock wave Increase
very rapidly, as can be seen In M • >• ftaf* 7 presents
an analytical study of one Method of reducing these
shock losses* ince the losses through an oblique shock
are less than those through a norstel shock. It was pro*
posed to reduce the Initial moh number of the flow
through a ssrlea of oblique shocks* and finally through
a normal shock wave* The results of this analysis,
mmm In Pi*. 6, WUX4 ...» to indict, that pN..ur«
recovery would be considerably Improved over that
possible with one norstal shock, particularly at
siach nucsbera*
Prow the foregoing discussion It would aj>rear that
shock free eosipressloii from supersonic to subsonic
velocities Is unll&ely* «ee shock system will occur,
either normal or oblique, nnd located either within
or external to the dlffuser. van though the shock
"*>v »«**
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may be external to the dil'fuser proper it is o ight
that the losses Incurred across the shock be Attributed
to the d iff user. In all our discussion of diffuse*
flow we have referred to free stream conditions of fl >w
with the subscript "o*j with a shock located ahead of
the diffuser entrance, this condition will be that on
the downstream side of the shook*
The detached shock ahead of a diffuser entrance la
ttt a complicated structure. In the region of the stream
tube which ultimately enters the diffuser entrance* it
la essentially a normal shook* or at least the assump-
tion of a normal shock will giw* a reaaonable epproxina*
tion of the conditions downstream of the shoo;,. Pro-
ceeding outward* nomal to the direct msv the
shook progresses through the whole family of strong and
weak oblique shocks* and finally degenerates into a
maeh line. This complicates the flow pattern around
the outside of the dif fuser because of the resulting
velocity gradient normal to the direction of flow* Alt
the location of the shook wave ahead of the diffuser Is
difficult to determine* except when the laseh masher
Immediately downstream of the shook wave corresponds
to the entrance mash number of the diffuser as deter-
mined by the volume flow and dlffuser *.<>eometry. In
this letter case, the shock wave will probably attach
Itself to the entrance lip .of the diffuser.

2 J>
In «oom» reapects tie detached ahoek w&we is edvan-
ta&eoua. It will aoaoiwaKKiate a wider ran^ of flow
conditions t iirough the diffueer. t relatively 1°*
euperaonic neeh numbers the loas occurring throng the
•hook wawe ia not excessive, and additional eompreseion
of the flow e«n toe made before the flow eatere tha
dlffua*r# Further, the flow turbulence oecaeioned by
the ahook can be wholly or partially damped out before
tha flow enters the diffusa*. '?hat this turbulenae
caused by tha shook wave ia of aoaia importance nan ba
aaan fro* , wnloh ahowa tha loaa in preeeure
recovery occasioned by increeaing tha exit a ana angle
of tha diffuse* free* 3 oagpaoa to $ degreee. ir a
diffuses without ahoak tha optisata exit oona angle **
tha diffueer ia about I degrees. *hia lndieatee that
tha pressure reoovery within tha diffueer must ba sura
gradual because of thia ahoak indueod turbulence. Al-
though tha internal flow within a dtffuaar benwfite
from a detached ahoek wave, tha effect of tha external
flow on tha drag of tha angina naaalla nay ba aerioualy
increased* Thia particular problem Merit* experimental
lnvestiga:
£• Jfifttranes i.ooa .
Tha importance of the entrance conditione of a
dtffuaar ia not dua to any particular loaa ettt og
In t4» diffusa* Itself, but tha affact of tha entrance
.
mcondition* on other diffueer locate* Pc* mmtf^H ' :v '
turbojet eaglii* aaanufeeturer speciflea that the engine
performance la sot guaranteed unless the airflow varia-
tion across the ewapr**t*aP inlet In leas then five per
cent, QM plane ualng thl* en&lne achieves thia recult
by having constant v*l jeity head at tbm diffuser entrance.
fining unlfertR flow caaditiene at the diffusa* ca~
trance way be complicated by seas entrance duct loontiona.
If «e can conceive Hit idee that the lip of the
diffueer entrance la an airfoil ahape, we can picture
diet happen* aa the airflow apprcachea end peeaea I .
Asa*ae that the external surface of the diffueer I* the
top of the airfoil, and the Internal surface la the
Pressure Distribution VA© > * tA#< *
about an airfoil.
bottom, I velocity ratio (?A# > &**ftter *ha» <••
the diffuser elrfoil *h*p* ia at a negative angle of
attach, a negative -{re asure area due to this flow foms
Inaide the diffueer, the lowest jroaaire will occur
at the throat of toe diffueer. The flow in the diverg-
ing part of the diffueer la pro^eaeins **sinat a positive
pressure gradient due to the dlffuaer dssig... la
lncreaaed negative pressure at the dlffuaer tnroat in*
ereaaca the pressure gradient «**i -aaaes speratlon ot the
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With a velocity ratio less then onw the dlffuaer
U fit & positive angle of atta The Increased
negative pressure ares occurs axUmal to the diffueer.
Sane limiting velocity ratio sill be attained where the
trance lip stalls* and the flow separates frost the
outside surface of the diffueer with external drag In*
ereaeing accordingly*
If a sharp leading edge had been selected for the
dlffuaer lip, the effects deaerlhed above would have
aeon e-v-ravated, considering subeooie flow at the diffu-
eer entrance* A ehorp noaed airfoil a tails at lower
angles of attank than shoe* with vmm£m& leading edges
due to the difficulty of the flow around sueh a Gomee*
With supersonic flow Into fcho diff ueer a anarp edged
profile slight pro** beneficial beeauee supereonie flow
can change direction sharply in following contours.
Where the normal shock la located at the diffnear
entrance, ttoA there ia aubaonic flow in the diffueer and
supersonic flow outside* a sharp leading edge would be
preferable because it would have less effect en the
external flow* and no offeet on the internal flew baeanee
the velocity ratio in this case is one* However* at
eondltione other than that at in ion the shock alts on
^aa^s^p^ *a^#e^v ^ias» esfcaMB" wajfcA a- vasw^p^e • w<*^w ^s*S'^^sa*"jjje ^a* •r^s*wwss*wejssif wpsssWfc^r ww*f mimv ***
be detriawntal*
o» ontrance ot a diffueer with a roi£E»fa»d lead*




•xj>andiiTg, a point of ninimvm diffuser eroaa~eoetional
area will occur* Thia region of contraction haa Ita
advantagea end disadvantage. It provides a region of
favorable pressure ^radiant where atreaa turbulence, aueh
aa that following a ahoeit wave, ^ay ha damped out.
tha other ftand, the flow la accelerating in this ration
and *ere eewpreesion ia required la tha diverging a rt
of tha diffuser. At entry «•*» mmtoer* near ana it
doaa not require sateh of a change in araa ratio to ceuee
considerable change in flow saaeh swear, aae reeaon-
eble cocsproai aa arust bo effooted.
Bweeuae tha flaw at tJis entrance I difVu**r
ia not parallel to the diffuser axis, sane one »ay
ariaa aa to what ia tha effective entrance area of tha
diffuaer. fba tta^tUaa point of the flow, fros* shieh
tna boundary layer starts, will tend to wove Into the
difftiaer aa velocity ratio decreases below mxm*
will *>ve to th* s ide of the diffuser for velocity
rstioa increaalng above on*. lb will affect the eon-
traetlon ratio to the diffuaar throat which way reae
measurable magnitude with subsonic entrance *»eh
aealising the effect at the dif fuaer entrance on
the Internal flow through tha diffuaar, it ahould be
earefully deaigned to cause ti'ie least diatu^henee
possible. In this case the only loae in the seer
eatraneo will be the frleti as which should be very

n
•Ball* If th« Alffu*** entrance 1» poorly designed trie
Internal 1 >s3«s in the d iffuser will be Increased* t
though this additional loss is directly stu- ible to
the diffuse* entranaa it £a difficult to aaaaas tha ex-
tant of tha loss so occasioned*
1* Yflflflfi yfaafr
:>eely allied with entraaoe ioaa is tha loss
occasioned when Vm axis of the diffuwer is sj**1~
lal to tha axis of the initial airflow* <Ior such
eirouissteneee tha flow at t*ie difi user inlet will be
•ow$>lex. Such a condition could oocur with yawing or
pitching notion of an airaraft f or whan lending sad a
high angle of attack result a* Sana aircraft designers
allow for tr*is laat caae by extending tha upper lip of
tha air antrance duet. A good example of tiiia con!
ration la tha air entrance duct of the 1M&*
In the plane containing the duct axis mid the maxl-
aajan yawing sngle, this effect is greatest Tha duct lip
will have a higher angle of attack than normally on
ana aide, en* a lower angle of attack on the other aide.
Since tha volume of airflow through the duct la a
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function of the engine speed* the aversus sir velocity
across the face of ths uct, parallel to tine duct axis
will ba unaffected by tJhis con- . S!he velocity dis-
tribution aeroas the face of tf» duet will not be uni-
forw, however. The lip la the direction of toe flow
will have a lower pr9&mr* Intarnelly than the lip away
frees the irection of flow. A higher welse ity will
accoiapany tha low *r pressure to satisfy tbs flow equi-
librium. This will be tha waxiamw velocity ©eroas tha
face of the .!uet. .. axnatrlcslly oppoatte a miniaasa
velocity will occur* In other radial planes around tha
duct entrance the flo« will wary from a *rx1sxm at one
lip to a nlnlnun at the other, except that there will
be a lesser degree of difference. In a bend In a duct,
which la not unlike the situation in thla ease, it has
been fmmd that a secondary flow in a plane normal to
the win flow axis sonetiaos occurred. la could also
take place in thla instance. • net result of the yew
lag effect la a disturbed entrance flow into the diffu-
aer which ^ay result in sufficient turbulence to cause
S loss in preasure potential, and will result in de-
creased diffuser par?ornance. Sines the resultinr flow
will vary in all three distensions, and vorticity will
be introduced, it will be difficult to analyse.
It has been recognised that diffuser flow is un»
atable by ita very nature. In tne diverg art of a

3k
difruser the flew 1* edirsneing against a oosifclve
pre » sure <?rsdlentf end it ha* been found thet U this
gradient i* too severe tl* flow will sapors to frosi the
diffuaer well. Tb» result ef this separation is e
awdden expansion from the separation is
end of the diffuse** The loss caused bj s sadden e*-
pension is eeleulsted In ?«ef . 3#
The lees due to e sudden extension fields to anal-








hf - heed lass due to sudden enlsdrgsstont.
p
»ow, the momenta* principle ststes that the resulting
ree acting on s body equals the ehsn%e of msaeatos*
of the body per seeoad*
f
Rats of ehaage of wewsentew e »-*• (Vx - V2 )
?oree acting » (P2 - Pi> *2
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ft - *> . Ik (Vj - V2 ) (d)
Subatit .; la «<). (b) yields
t
(Vl - V2>2
Xa our ease V^ will be the velocity at th* point of
separation, sad Vg, Dm velocity with waicft the flow
re-estsblishes itself . It Is evident that the loss
will be least if the point of flow separation is tmar
the exit of the dlffusor, increasing as the point of
separation notes toward the throat* An incompressible
flow analysis was made in this instance* and Is accept-
able because it la booed that the flow will be slowed
to the point whore it can be considered incompressible
before separation occurs* If such Is not the ease the
diffuse* is rsueh too inefficient,
Tm next points to be considered are the cease of
flow separation, how the point of flow separation can
be determined, sad what experimental resume have been
obtained* The cause of flow separation is United *ith
the growth of the boundary layer, and sosw characteris-
tics of the boundary l&yar atust be reviewed first.
A* ftwfjayy fesjEer ja a. p^ffreay.
The boundary layer is a region in a fluid flow
adjacent to a solid surface where strong voloeit
gradients noratal to the surface exist* It is caused
<\
by frlctl , u-M> viscous reaction of a fluid at the ao!
u At the point of contact of the 11 ul th the
the velocity of the flow te sero, incr**»&alng
noruial to the surface until It reaches th« f r»» streass







> >' r / > *7 * /•/ ** >
7 - free stream voice It .
v - Velocity ot any point In the boun-iary lo^
Ocnerally, bound**? layers way bo classified Into too
types, t'ne laminar and th* turbulent boundary layera,
Tho veloelt? dlatri .. m tn theo* too types la <juite
different, Xn tho laminar boundary layer there la no
flow of tho fluid partIdea normal to tho wain axis of
tho flow* in tho turbulent boundary layer aatall velo-
city variations nornel to Uie ?iain floe do esiat. Both
types of boundary layer loomeso In Uiieienesa in tho
direction of flow, but at different rates. Boundary
layer grovtn la a function not only of tho axial I -
tanee in the direction of flow* but also of tae pressure
*dlent which swiy exist in the flow* A boundary layer
which io initially laminar ?aey go through a tran. m
point wher© iarJLnsr flow can no longer bo nftlntained.
fho flow may even separate from tho surface and re-




*a the turbulent boundary 1*?** &rowa it tmmm
of the kinetle energy inltir present due to
friction losses, «l» development of U» turlKtis




la |HH (a) a reversal of fl >w haa atarted next to the
waiU Thla condition ie **natafcle. A vortex will de~
vols? »nd tfce flow will ultismtely separate f*>n the
•urfeee*
The development of the boiswdary layer in * diffuser
te probably eoeiewhat like the following pattern, *1
the entrance lip ef the diffuser e stagnation point
occurs. At this point the botindnry layer haa aero
thiekneae* f*m tale point to the throat of the diffu-
aer a negative pressure gradient axiate* A negative
praasure gradiant haa a atabiliai ng effect on the bound-
ary layer ao it cream in the laninar faahion. In the
diverging part of tb» diffuser a positive pt*»**wm
pcilmt exiate. A positive pressure grsdient has a
destabilising effect on the boundary layer, The laminar
boundary layer will paralst for a short distance Into
this unfavorable pr**m&* gradient, then tranaiUon to
a tnrbulent boundary layer .will occur, the turbulent
boundary layer will continue I eration poi:
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or the end of the dlffuaer If separation iio«s not
occur*
There Is a considerable fund of iaforaatioa on
both lswlnsr and turbulent boundary layer growth, tri
• It snd separate r$ef • 9 review* the field &aA
stains several p*&»* of further references for tao&o
interested In pursuing; the sublet further* Most of
the work done la boundary l*y*r research la confined
to two dlaansional eases* the flow in a dlffuaer, or
any duct for thst Matter, Is further complicated by
three dimensional effects* The flow outside the boun-
dary layer In a duct is not unlfom* It* toe, way be
either lsalnar or turbulent* Further complies tiona
in a duct of varying cros••section, litee a dlffuaer,
are added by the fact that the pressure recovery acrosa
any cross-section is not uniform*
For purposes of analysis seas assumptions, however
erroneous, are necessary. In this particular ease it
will be sssuaed that the mala flow in the duet is one
dimensional, and that the boundary layer behaves as it
w uld In a simple two dimensional flow. la wl
probably be not too far from the truth if the boundary
layer thickness reaelns e*»ali in comparison with the
duct disaster*.
_£lnt of JM^ftir Separation,
itef <• 10 give* the following method of determining
the point of separation ot the laminar boundary laysr.
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J/ !
•o * equivalent flat plat* length frosa the
entrance of the duet to the point at m ich
the adverse pressure gradient is a lie
n » 0.376 ^ (^)-<%1^
*2 * the dlatanae fren a^ to the :.,it at
ehlch en adverse gradient is lad*
a^ • point of minimum pressure.
P • treasure coefricient a -^
" P~
p a atatie pressure at any point,
p^s free atrees* sti treasure*
q • dynamic pressure at %•
3j » slope of line a -iproxisi&tlag the pressure
distribution beck of >oint of wini-
wieeie^we fl^m. ^ia'^^ ea fcaia ^b^ ^p
1
The permissible velocity decreiseat atth » given velocity
gradient la shoen in Pi*. 8»
A
After the separation of the laainar boundary layer
there exists a transition region In skic
tho boundary layer is neither lartinar nor turbulent.
According to *?of • XI the extent of this ration hse boon
experimentally determined to bet
c * c 7J
x » the oxtont of the transition region, the
distance from tho point of lm inar separa-
tion to the point at which a fully developed
turbulent profile ia observed.
Vs * velocity outside true boundary layer at
tho laminar separation point.
V a itineratic vlaeosity at the point of laminar
separation
c • a characteristic length, in this case,
the length of the diffuser.
P . faint of eperatlon of the *?urbiflenfr jfoin^afy Layer,
A sjethod of determining the point of separation of
e turbulent boundary layer is given in Ref» U ( 1%
was found that the variables controlling the development
of the turbulent boundary layer were (1) the ratio of
the non-dimensional pressure gradient, expressed
terns of the local dynamic
.
pressure outside fee bounder
layer thickness, to the I skin friction eoofficlon
.•
and (£) the shape of the boundary layer. An empirical
equation waa developed la tarma of fcheae variables whir
when used with too momentum equation end the akin f no-
tion relation, taaJcea it ;>o*sible to trace tha develop-
ment of tho turbulent boundary layer to the separation
point •
At this point it la well to review some definitions
which will be uaed subsequently. Boundary layer thick-
no 9», & | la the distance
in a fluid flow in which a velocity gradient exists.
Por a laminar boundary layer, mmf« 13 give* the equation
for this thie&oess*
o - fc -{^
Other referencea give essentially the scats equation with
some variations In the numerical factor.
The velocity distribution in the laminar boundary
layer, according to ffcef. 14 ***
6 6 6
This equation for vel-ttlty distribution Is satisfactory
if the stream turbulence is low &n& toe Reynolds number
is less than $00,000.
e actal boundary layer thickness is it
to determine, however, and other thlelmess ptLrmmtorv
are need, One of these is the displacement okaees




displaced outward by the boundary layar. It ?»ay be
written
* f*
o m ) l - $) dy
Another boundary layer tkidleness parmMtwr is the
moment m thickness. The difference botwoan the ectuel
flow of raoasntuffi in tfre boundary l&yer, and that of the
•ibm quantity of fluid tlo* n* with velocity V 1* pV
2©.
Ptom this releUon moiseatua thickness geta its neiaa. It
la defined as:
This definition is Quite frcgently used in boundery
lsyar c*lcul&tions. It should ba noted that, el though
boundary layer thickness doas change in transition
frow laminar to turbulent flow, aomentuM thickness does
not, according to &ef • 15*
Another parameter which »akaa en appeeraace in
boundary layer calculations ia the shape pares*tar«
This is defined as the ratio of the displacement thiek-




The aeration that gives the rata of change of the
raaentun In s boundary layer, originally derived by von







— = I eel «kltt fri \ coefficient.
&& a noa-di^enslon*! pressure ftr*dl«nt.
q d*
The value of the sirinfricfeioa coefficient «m de-
termined by the Sajalv* sad Young fowiula (Hef, l6), *hl(
states i
*% * [ . lo% (M75 *^jj *
This skin friction formula §*** good a®reaeient with
experimental restate on airfoil a.
The variation of the shape parameter, H, along tha
surface was determined by von t>oaJ»te*rfT and Tetorvln
to ba:
£ . JM* - 2^7S5 [ * J& & _ 2.035 I alOMt]
wm L o J
To calculate tho characteristics of the turbulent
boundary layer, it is always required to know the initial
values of and H, the presaure distribution, and the
fteyn-lde masher. U inforwation maA the three
equations above a solution can be obtained • ^pareti
may be considered to '-*eva oaeurred whan H reaehea a
value of 2.6. According to «af • 12 if the calculation
is ba^un in a ration where the ratio of the no»«di*senaional
^J
coefficient to the akin frl tlon coefficient
Is very a»all or >ositive» the baund&r, layer is not
very sensitive to the initial value of . ir example,
if d«j/dx Is sero, I will eventually havs tiie value of
1.236 regardless of iti ~ial value.
So*ie criticism of ths above «t»thod of d etermlnlng
the point of separation of the turbulent boundar/ layer
is s^ivon la 3#f # 15* These riticia^s are J
1. To determine* the separation point within
*er cent of the chord, I mi value of H i»sedietely
after transition must be known within £ 0«0*>*
2. •fhere is evidence that skin friction in-
creases violent irou^n the adveras pressure
gradient procodin/; aaparatlc ,
3. The erapirleal equation is derived entirely
from data at low aeyaolde number, Q«3$ - k*l8 x.
« It may be proved ultlnstely that eertain
constants In the e<u a bios -nay vary appreciably
with aeynolde number.
)+• The mean value of I after transition is
nearer 1. . In von ?x»Tih&£f** tomantu» equation
(H - 1.%) would he better than (B - 1*281
ft" Sfrgtti j£ Pafoartaft Separation.
8#f* 1? su* a the following methods of artifi-
ce delaying separation
i
!• Provide *3etio» of the solid bounder
section of the stream*

us
2. lner.ii.. th. «6wmt«" of * r.t«rdwi
fluid by J.t..
3. Fr.v.nt th. »e«a«X»tlon
of rotardod
fluid by •action.
th. fir»t «thod «f d.l«yla* ».p«r.tlon R«mW
not ..aft it..lf to «Mh o d.rle., aad ..oondly,
th. »ddl-
ttonal n-di-ai- lnvo* od «ould ««..
•*»•• ..riou. »•"•*
tl.. in porfor-.no. MM th. «p*ct»d Iom *» to . •»•-
ration. «* Id.. 1. of P~r.iT
«»«d.»lc l»t.r..t.
To. *»eond »»*hod L • d.eid.d powibllity and
or. 3 alalia «"»* «* .«!>«»«» lo«*
e-n ** PWtoe°d
1*0 to SO por cnt at .*p.n.lon «Rl..
sro«t.r than 50
b, tha u~ of d.fl.etor.. Th...
d.fl.«tor. .Manually
provid. . Jot lo th. bounds l«y«r r.*ion *
"duolne
th. pro«ur. sr.dl.nt n..r th. -mil.
or «« «*»•"«•
th. flo. in th.t r.Slon. such 3arg.
<»»«•««.. *#•»
X X
or. not m^T f°r . dlffi-rfTTK uwd-MTth.
.ntvano. duot of . Jrt .ngin.. ho-ror.
If « 3«* dio-
oharglnB into th. bounds l«y*r twm an out.ld.
aauro.
1* **pl.t*l, th. additional
powor r^irM to fuml.h
th. J.t smst bo .ooo»nt«d for la
-aputotioa of
diffu..r .fflol.noy. Al.o, th. taaraaMo
mm flo. MM




Th* third method of preventing boundary layer
aaparati on sesits th* moat lav.I .'. 3 claims
At diffussr affleieneiM of tha ardor of SO per esnt,
oasad on ^owar ratios, are possible with divarganoe
angles great*? thai degrees. Same result a of e*parl-
manta uaing this principle ar* shown la .9* ;e
daflnltlon of efficiency ia corrected for the power ax*
pandad in ralaln^ th* prossura of tha fluid removed to
the diffuser axlt pressure, assuming a puasp efficiency
of 75 P** e*ofc»
p2 - ^1
Qs s quantity of fluid sucked away p*r unit
Pa 3 required increase ranaura fr *e
suction slit to p£, dlffuaar dlschargs
pressure*
Still a fourth jsethod of reducing expansion loas
ia *u&g*st*d in B*f . 3« In this method a solid body
rotation is imposed on tha flow by curved v*n*s at tha
difruaar entrance This mat' laa tha offant of d*~
creasing tha rata of compression by increasing tha mean
distance travelled toy tha flow through tha diffueer.
i*r methods of reducing tha rata of ecompression sug-
gested by the same article are tha umm of an annular
duet and tha us* of a dividing vans in tha flow* In
"
both of these letter eeaee the disrergettoo ing&o i» do-
creased with the ease diffuaor len^i . Xa ««£• IB
was found that the use of tftt dividing vane in ft flow
reduced tho loaaea In wide angled diffueera, but the
efficiency eaa not eo high mm for e longer diffuaer
with tho ease diverge*** anglo o» each of tho separate
poaaogoo into which the ahorter diffuaer waa dlvidt
!• friction hwm »
Skin friction ia one of the major losses encountered
in the flow of a viscous fluid over a surface. Prandtl
in 19<% introduced tho concept of the boundary layer,
a region of email thiokneaa near the surface of an object
itaworsed in a fluid atream, or moving through a fluid,
within which tho apeod of the fluid relative to the eur-
face risea within a ooisaarfttiveiy ahort distance fro«
aero at the surface to a value comparable to Che rela-
tive speed of the body and the fluid a* a great distance.
e frietioaal foroo exerted by the body on the fluid ia
proportional to the velocity gradient normal to the boc^jr
and can be expressed:
The effect of skin friction la such aa to cause a
prmsmvrm drop in the fluid in the dlreetioa of fl*>w»
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-ding to ®*mt<m*B law of mtioa*
?*oa, awiAg tha foraea in tba direction of »ationt
F * F*eaaure tore* 4 -iraal faree aoapottant
+• rriotlon force
•
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dm * f Adx/g
Substituting In tU* equation of -sotionf
<7)




This oq'jation has aiao been arifct*





To find the friction lo»» In tor** of total $r»«a«r*e
2'
f>*ff*kf& (11)
dff* • (AdUbttlc ^*ooo*»)
luboiituJu-' 3* 13 in •* and oqo. 12 *i& &l» in
•<?. 11 glvoot
-ffe* akin friction eooffleiont for t?» laainary Iw




For the turbulent boundary Xey«r, the elcin friction
•oeJ-floient is given by the Squire end Xmm& fowsuim
(itef. 16.) i*»cviattaiy given*
£ 2
L -J
Although neither one of those skin friction coeffieiwnt
aquations nsve been obtained for flow la * duet, it is
o«li*v©d that they will be reseonebly accurate if the
bounder? Xeyer thiekneee remain* swell HHeflirif wiws the
duet diameter.
In e turbojet Installation it is not always feasible
to duct the airflow from the diffueer entrenee to the
eoHpre&xior without the use of bend* in the dueting* A
loes of heed reeulte fro» thle change in the direction
of the ai *t but with proper design the l>e» can be
kept to a very lew v*lu*+ fbm loee of head in a turn
ie eeueed by the tendency of the flow to separate fro»
the inside well of the bend. At the entrance to the
bend9 the velocities in the duet are raefcllinesr.
After
entering the bead, the velocities distribution tends to
-.us . Ivhe flaw on the inside of the bend, turning
through a shorter radius, is aeeelerated faster than





similar to thou* for * fro* worte*, am! tie jresaure on
10 inside of the turn is loss than that on the outs 1 do.
Thie redistribution of velocity results in ased
turbulence throughout the bend, on leaving the bond.
conditions are roversod, and the a^raxisttte fro© vortex
motion established In the bond janst bo changed book to
rectilinear flow, 'or a 90° turn the length of duet
following the corner should he about k * the diameter
of the duct*
& g to Hef • 19, the turning loss ia a function
of the following
*
1. the radiua ratio, the ratio of the radius
of curvature W duot so the disss*tor or
width of the duct measured in the same plane
as
2. the aspect ratio, or ratio of the height
of the duct to its widt )•
3. the angle (») through which «he air is
deflected by the corner,
km the local Reynold's number.
The pressure lose involved in turning the airflow
can be ©xpreseed in the form of a resistance eoefflclentx
C
f>
Pi#. 10 shews the effect of radius ratio and deflection
angle upon the resistance coe. ant. It should also
be realised that the turning loss is proportional to the
*lf»
.*,..».. , :: >. * Olfr (» C - - :.'
$2
square of the velocity. Sons rvpamae; /« values of
the reaista.ne# eoef f ioient far ivm duct shapes and
turning angles ar« given balee. -Articular
series of testa the ?*eynol<Ss number was eteeen 1CK sad
10® based upon duct diameter.
u: —... i' ^J
7
3-30° kc - 0.15 0.10 0.02
>o° iao 0.40 4$
• •90° 1.^0 1.0$ O.20
The advantage of the circular duet without too small a
value of redlu* ratio and with sou* 11 turn a$l«» is
readily apparent from the above listed values of reals*
tanee coefficient. Uovever, the efficiency of the rec-
tangular duct can be «a4e to approach that of the ci;
iar duet by Increasing the aspect ratio, / • The
Influence of aspect ratio with verylag radius ratio to
£ive a realatunoe coefficient of 0.1S la shown in PIg« 11,
Sharp beads may also be improved by the use of
curved ^anea la the ben* , riese have the effect of
creating high aspect ratio pesea.ges» The p;ap/ehord
ratio, s/c, of theae vases la important as auown la
• U< "eslstance coefficient re^lueaa to a mlnlvasn
at a gap/chord ratio of. about . [, and then increeaes




was obtained in a 90 decree bend with vanta mhmpmd as
*uartar Otpolow), fne engle of incidence of the riow wi
Jj5 degree*, Mi the aoirnelds ouaber based on the chord
of the MM wee hiHnw 1<£ sod 10*. 1 1 «u *ieo found
th*t the sngls of incidence wan not particularly critical
as long *o MM vanes did not stall. The prlwy requi-
site of the vanos i* to havo tho flew parall* the
<Suot wall when it leaves tho vanes. The sngto of inci-
nwnee of the vanes Is define! «o tno angle whdch tho
ord * vane noises with Dm direction of tho ln-
eonlng flov*
Sons dot* on tho losses Involved when a turn lo
mode In on expending entry woo obtained fro* aef. 90 and
Is shown in *ig. X3. in this test the duct woo rnrtariga-
lar with two diverging end tw> smrsllel wells. It was
found that fairly high realstance coefficients were en-
oountered particularly si *sre**in« occasion ratios.
aince the lass occurring In o bend involves flaw sepa-
ration fro* the wall, and since the ism«w9> of separation
is always encountered in the diffusion jr ooees with
increasing area ratios, it might be expected that tho
combination of those tv© unstable floe proeoseos would
result in fairly t 1 losses.
It would be desirable to oliwin&te all obstructions
air Intake ducts, is not always possible. In

essay mms the dlffuaer la not a. staple conical ahap>
but «*sy be an enoultr duet with & eeotral c -no. Hi*
cantr&l cone met be supported In so** mmtx»r usually
by struts to Urn outer con© structure. a central
eon* nay also house apparatus requiring leads from the
outside of the engine* la «oat instenses, screens raey
be piseed in tils duet ahead of ttoft conpreaaor Inlet to
prevent the entry of foreign matter into the engine,
All of these obetoruetioae are potential sources of
pressure loea due to turbulent flow about thea. 1*he
©agnltuoe of the loss depends upon the location and shape
of the obstruction. Xt wauld be impossible t »
general rules severing ail possible oases, but aota* eati-
atate of the loss mj ©s wade for a partioular ease*
Let us consider one of the worst oases, an obatroe-
tlon which is not atree«lined. The loaa occasioned by
this shape ean be considered to be caused by a sudden
contraction, followed by a su idea expansion of the flow.
Ref • 3 gives the general fora of these losses.
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Loss duo to a sudden expansion:
a ? ?b * Vg)
2
A - . X ' hit i -••

jjubscri t as
e - position ahead aT obstruction.
b m position or fldnlmusi eroea-sectional &r»e«
c - Position after obstruction.
Los» duo to en obstruction:
Assune that a • vc
P p ~ )2A? « k -j* * —* ™2~ a '
assises that the flow Is inoos^ssslbls In the vicinity
of the obstruction. V la fcesuisptlon is Justified because
is obstruction will probably *» located In s region In
which too flow has already boon considerably slowed down.
Since the loss Is a function of tho square of the vol
city It would not be oal to hawe an obstruction In
tho high speed flow region*
V«Ab « AbAs • CDb/t»)2
A p • «b (k + (1 • **/**)*>
How the loss coeffieient of sudden contraction is based
on flow from a larger £ii>e to a smaller oao, but lot us
assuae that tho see* oosffieient is satisfactory basod
en area ratios, than a now loss co beaed on




C « k + (X - Afca*)2
is new efficient is platted l#> 1% for various
area ration
If the obstruction la Isrge, the loss*a will be
large, but for seat obstructions which might be encoua-
tared the |WM 1* low, but of significant stagnltuds often
trying to keep efficiency high. The loss duo to sn ob-
struction ta the flow can bo further reduced by the use
of a fairing or streamline shape around the obstruction-.
In this oaso the only lose to ba expected would bo that
duo to friction which ahould bo very seaell.
M>m JmBSEBSMBL iaa&SS*
at the exit of a diffusa* the internal presauro
«ay bo considerably above the procure of tho surround-
ing air, unless cars haa boon ta*en In making tho
Joints, particularly whoro tho difCueer Joins tho ee»-
pressor, tho air will leak into tho region of lower
pressure, This c nsiteration milltatea against tho use
of long ducts fro« the diffuse* exit to the eoapreaso*
estrones.
Depending upon the aensfea* and also of the leaks
themselves, leakage can have a serious offset on
so* efficiency. LeaJcege results in a two-fold loss.
WLrst, there is a loss in the wees flow into the com-
pressor* and, secondly, there Is a loss In pressure
resulting flre» the lo 9% In fluid. To wake ane sttnetw
'••
"?•<;
of the extent of !;>»» due to leakage wouXfi *enr« no
useful purpose. Leakage la inexouauble, mid if it
should ooour v the first thought should not bo whet I*
the offoot of tho io on, sow eon the look bo stopped.
It boo boon found (8ef. 21 &r>d t*ef. 3) that collate
preaaure reeovery does not oeeur entirely «: the
diffuse? for & given diffuse? area ra . lof • 21 woo
tho a-jures of | shows the length of ducting
aeeeesary for n turbulo.it veloclt >file ts develop
to tho duct. Tho velocity profile leaving tho diffuse?
propor is parabolic in o a»po duo to tho foot ttiot poseur
e
recovery lo not uniform la « plana normal to the diffuse?
axis.
fiof• 3 alalia* that tho required length of ducting
following a diffuse? ©en bo reduced by amotion alota In
the vicinity of tho dlffuaor exit, or inducing a solid
body rotatiian la tho flow In tho diffuse** Suction
alota, therefore, * woro -used to re4uee tho llke~
llhood of flow separation now serve a two fel<i >oao
and reduce tho required length of exit ducting
extent of rotation Ind -cod in the flow at the diffuse?
exit by the rotary motion of the eagreesor la not
known, hut It la felt tht t ooee rotation doea occur.
oof v- have the beneficial offoot of ah orton-
la$ the length of exit duet -lerally
* f
«p**king, «a «arail*r typm diffu»«* &*» * «ow d»«i**bl«
exit v»; >rofil*r o#» I e<mle«a dlfrumm*




Tho ftiror«ft designer h*» the choice of many
different locations for his engine air inlet, Halted,
of course, b*/ the engine location shieh may fee*
1« Stjtwergsd la the fusel cste.
U Partially sutsser^ed in the fuselsg*.
3. Subeer^sd In the wing root.
• ..-tested in ft nsee lie in the wing »tr -e.
5. Loeated In ft nseelle supported by a pylon
fresi th» sing structure.
The air inlot n*7 bo located at a stagnation paint in
the flow about she airpl«n«, or eiay be of the sooop
type, si feii or without boundary layer eoatrol, or it
stay be « flush type epanlac in the fuselage, The ohoios
of deal pi i» a eonprenlse between .internal flow oonsi*
derations, sBttamftl &*& considerations, and fttructural
nslderations.
Ml stegnftt ilot has the adwsnts&e of
giving ft good velocity distribution serosa the inlet
faoft without a. del flow control. Wama the stag-
nation point is u» aoss of the fuselage* however, long
dusts ars required to load the flow baek to the engine.




inside mid outside s» duct requires substantially
eetuM *d ducts with well sealed joints t ;
l<sak*^e, sole fuselt sew is sacrificed to vie
due tin;:, end beads In the ducting ere generally recr dred
to guide the flaw around obstructions*
In aulti-engino installations, the trend is to
locate the Jet engines la or I >rted **©» the wings*
>e of engine Install ; tion permits stagflation
point sir inlet duets with short d Iffusers required
because of space limitations. Expansion angles greater
then optimal ssay be required. I *Qbl*»»e ere
also present. N* supersonic oleoo designs the effect
of the shock ***»» originating at the fuselage nose, on
thw flow ahead of the sir inlet tsust be considered, end
mmy lJUslt the engine location* The shoefc wewe forming
ahead of the air inlet duct itself will undoubtedly in-
fluence the flow ewer the wi»g of the plane, and m*j
cause such a loss in the wing performance that such a
configuratlon would not be paneiasible* S*or subsoni
flows care sM.st be taken where several eir inlets are
adjacent that the flow into one duct does not effect
Use velocity distribution across the face of another,
9f cause the critical Rash number of the wing to be
vered.
Ills scoop tTjpe- of inlet has poor v.- dletrlb»~
tion across the face of the due tb»cause It la 1 c ted
next to e surface ohere a boundary layer exists. The
w§*
::i
velocity diatribution can ba improved by boundary layer
blaada at tha duct entrance until condition* compilable
to tha atactic Inlet axist, ftoa added feature
of the boundary layer blood *ad Its control add to tha
deai$n eonplezit/, hovavar. "or scoop ialate to an
angina eubmerged in tha fstaelage tha flow mxst negotiate
two turn* and Join la a Y-duct at tha eotapreasor entrance
in taoat Instances, roblem la not unique to tha
aooop type of inlet, thou&h. Wmaj frmlgfm with tha inlet
In tha jwmmi of tha fuaelJMja have a al*llar c a~
tlon where tha ducting la divided at tha now* of tha
airplane, and the ducte follow tha aidea of the fueelage
and aaat at tha angina entrance*
Tha aaoop type of Inlat h&* advantage* also.
Shorter lengtha of ducting «ra required ^an a
weight savin* and reduce the probability of leakage
;»s. Lea* fueelase spec© is required tm tfta ducting,
and iwpfwad visibility for tha pilot dna to mora deeir-
abla noaa mhmpem result a. For niUtsr? aircraft bat tar
arwasent ei eiaent can he obtalnad when t *re la no
duct • noaa of the fusele&s* ore tha aooop
la located at tha wlng*fuecia<ie Juncture tha oritloal
each rumbe. ia section can ba l^rovad* la
particular point ia alao a source of drag which may *>•
reduced considerably b/ tha inlat *n4 e*it duct a*
there*
With tha cowing of supersonic plana assign* several




appeared, me flush air Inlet 2 *d »t ao-ne point
on Use fuselage aacrifleea ram eoupreaaion ahead of the
air inlet and has an entrance velocity distribution
problem, bat the decrease In re» n ®r*# and email
effect on the flow around the fuselage contour «uat
offer greater benefits than the .
•-- rforjiance due
lneotxpl*te r«a recovery.
I Let ducts under discussion are the main air
inlet dueta for high a^eeed operation* &a»s aircraft
have auxiliary air inlet suets for low *|>eed operation
and take-off MA >xie. At lee apceds the velocity
ratio la so higjh that dlfru*** performance auffara.
Bam recover} la not of much significance at these low
speeds, and ao trie auxiliary air Inlet a provide a mesne
of getting a large ie of air to the engine in the
quickest possible manner. These auxiliary ducts are
usually spring loaded doors opening directly into the
plenum chamber at the eomgjreeaor entrance, I hea the
pressure In the piemen cheaper ie below atnoepierle the
auxiliary air inlet opens; *hen the pt**89W?Q gets up to
atmospheric the auxiliary air inlet cloaca due to the
ring action, and *, flush exterior surface results.
The choice of sir inlet ation is subject
to many compromises. It s/eujd be Impossible to r each
a definite conclusion aa I ich la unreservedly better
than any other. sent airplane desi^as shoe a sreat






'M of fchaaa part :.nstineas will bo dlsoussod
lot*: It sppoiurs that la aana eases tha location of
tha antrama duet was a result of the airfraa* con.;'
ratlin j In othor c&a«s it would *&&**** that tha ana
configuration ap»sulted fron a ehoioa la tha location of
tha air entrance duet* In the future It Is believed
it tha latter >aeh will ba nore prevalent.
2* ***** MiM *M ur»t&!
If a diffueer axIt maeh number ia aaauna*, tha
required araa ratio to obtain it can bo computed for
various entrance i«eeh nusabers and diffuaar effieieneiee.
An exit »aeh nuwbar of 0.3 will ba saw nod, anion ia a
reasonable value for tha airflow to ba supplied to the
aoapraaaor, k rang* of entrance mash numbers from 0.3
to 1.0 will ba investigated. Maoh numbers greater than
one will not occur in tha diffuaar because it ia prafe;
abla to have tha shook wave loaatad outside tha diffuse*,
Inataad of dlffm** efficiency tha variation of area
patio and dxrtummr length with total pressure ratio,
whiah is a meesure of diffuaar efficiency, will fee
investigated,
First, tha »JfM ratio necessary to accelerate a
flow iaantropically frow ita present meeh masher to a
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If tfca procasa ia iaantropie, afc* «• Ag*
If th* --ronsaa is adiabatie, but non~isantrople
4
'l
Tha required area ratios to accomplish eoRpraaaion
an salt nsoxi nunb«p of 0,3 with various entrance neon
end total /re* sure ratios are shown in Pig- if
If a conical diffuse* with a divergence angle of
3 dag. la assumed, tha roa -lt
A
diffuaar Xen&tn 1 a















PlS« X? ahova tha variation of diffusa** langfch with
dlffarant valua* oT tl*a wai&ht flow pbrammtm* and total
pzN.4su.ui ratloa for v rloua #ntr»i»« siaoh numb^ra.
Figure 16 reveal* that rsilafcivaly a»all a*»aa r^tioa
will reduce an; expected dlf fuaex* entrance maeh iwaaber
te> as exit eMh nuteber of 0*3* avan with large internal
loeaea in sha dlf'uaar. I»ai*®a Into***! loeaea in tha
diffuse* are net to bo expected, be****?* with aueh smell
araa ratioa. flaf
. 3 also*** hij$h diffuse? • ,.en«ies
elth smell are*, ratios, aa<l a diffussr diverbenas enrie
6 to 5 dog*
In Pig* 17 the arrant of enir&noe naah rumbar and
aoignt flow upon the diffusa* length ©an ba aeon with ©a
exit wash maaber of 0*3 and a diffuse? diTOrgasiso ansia
of 6 daorwa. It la Interesting to not* tha. rantest
# D
3V
diffuaer length dooe not occur with the largest diffuaer
entrance maeh nunber, but occurs at an entrance maon
number of about * Thi* li dot to Ua email change
In area ratio required at t/ioae high entrance me*-
numbers in comparison to the change in entrance ere*
required to maintain tha riven weight flow* A« was to
be expected, diffuaer length increases with increased
maaa flow and decreesod diffuaer *ffieient
tfhether these diffuaer lengths are tolerable de-
penda upon the engine location and the aire of the air»
-
. or an engine located I «a fuselage, and with
the diffuaer entrance located in the mono, it la hardly
likely that aueh diffuse* lengths weuld be critical even
with large weight floee. Ttm weijafct flow of l; ?unds
of air pm second, using the thumb rule that one pound
of air p+r second corresponds to 50 pounda of thru at,
would be tuo equivalent of a ?, pound thrust unit.
For an engine inatalla Uon in the wing, or in a pylon
attached I > wing, auch diffuaer lengths aa have been
calculated might be leprae tlcai • lasso length* e^uld
be decreased by increasing the divergence angle, but
reduced diffuaer performance could be expected alnee
the divergence angle uaod in the computations la just
about the optimum* Such problems, homevsr, id bo




A* E££MSl 2l Tffl <*>*>! ratio 9ft £ &ffuae£
,
Velocity ratio Is d*f ioed sa the ratio I v»
d iffu»*r entrance velo.-lty to the free stream velocity
of the airflow, For subsonic flows HACA has detarained
experimentally th&t this ratio should bo € thin the
range «- • I to 0,6 tor optimal per r*nco, Ittts
found that at vary low velocity ratios the flow tended
to separate fron the outside lip of the diffuoer tac1
increase the external drag of the engine nacelle. At
higher velocity ratios the flow tended to separate from
the dlffuser wall and the pressure recover;; and diffuse*
icicnoy decreased,
The vol ijas flow through a turbojet tends to reamin
eonstent for a given engine speed* end so* at any one
fll&ht velocity, the required Inlet aree for a dlffueer
Is a function of tine velocity ratio.
*1 • At
Therefore, a bigger entrance area la required for loe
velocity ratios than for high velocity ratios*
At flight velocities greater than the dlffueer
let velocity a stream tube ahead of the diffuaer Inlet
starts ex: end in e floe velocity in the stream tube
is decelerated to she desir -1st v Ity aod In ths
process is compressed 1sen ti- ally*

la
At the loser velocity ratio* MMM of the eoBtjreaeloa 1*
accomplishsd outside the dlf f 'isor than at hi|£*er velo~
city ratio*.
Since -eo*«sr*s*lon watntte the diffusa? is eceoa*-
plls'St st greats? sffieieaey than eOBBpressloa in th*
diffuse?, it would mm as wars prsctlosl to fc*ep
tft* vsleoltj ratio «» lew as >osalbls« sswr, It
should bs noted that as the flow *::,roaches ths .iiffuser
entrance It has a wsloeity soarpoasnt n&m»X jo diffu-
se? axis, This ia equivalent to increasing the aqgls of
attack of ths diffuse? Ho la ths sir stream. At ve?y
lo* validity ratios ths diffussr lip atails sad the How
sspsrates from ths outs ids surfase of ths diffuse? In*
erscslng ths drag of Kb* ascalls. P&t this rssson* s
lews? llasit vrmlv • vsloclty ratios is established.
At ths ai&ba? velocity ratios snore of ths eosfrss-
sion mist bs sMcoplishid la ths i •*•?• For ths seats
length of diffussr sad sxit ss: * prehears gradisnt
is grsatsr, the dsag&sr of in u«x*naa flow separation
from ths well of ths diffussr is Increased* If ths
is of ths diffussr is Increased to permit sans
prssaure gradient aa could bs obtained e: >wor
•
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velocity ratio, the boundary lay*? haa a greater dis-
tance in which to grow thicker, oration of flow la
also a A of ha boundary layer thlc*.nass«
vie* leee reason* ?*r Halt on desirable
velocity ratios la established.
§ .'crUtlon of vcloclter rat£o with rei^o o£ oj2grajyton.
Once the geosMtr j- of a <Uffuaar haa bean established
for desirable operation at a particular deaiga condition,
the velocity ratio will vary *ith ?« *>«*» the
design point*
This epilation indicates that the velocity ratio varies
Inversely aa the f3 i raech n'-iaiber and the square rjot
of the eetbient tottpereture. It also variea directly
with the voltaae of airflow. ,'ticularly critical
•rm the ate tie threat and take-off conditions* at the
atetie thrust condition the velocity ratio Is ilte,
and st take-off valoer.. a velocity ratio la consider-
ably greater i >ne for an entrance duct designed for
efficient operation at high speed, unless auxiliary air
inleta ere provided Into the pieman chamber.
• ^fect oX sttpcraoulc apeso £& r*mb%2 reJlo .
At supersonic speeds with e shook wave ahead of
the ^irrnmnp entrance, the veluea of ¥p, Kof an* tf
•
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to the computation of vm;. / ratio ere the m»m
stream conditions immediately following the eiiock w- ve*
ether values w-juld have little s Icance* Fince it
is tuuiwd that a normal plane HHk occur* in the
region of flow through which the a tree** tube entering
the dlffuacr peases, the conditions imm dlately following
the ehoak ar KM* whether or not the limits for
elocity ratio whiohlmve been established for subsonic
flow are I lesble is a queetion of great importance.
Although the stream velocity directly ahead *e diffu-
ses inlet ts subsonic. t*»S adjacent flow is not*
velocities in the region about the diffuse* entrance
of soma such complicated pattern as ehown«
*w
torn velocity ratios alii *«**• osition of the she*te
wave to greater distances from he dlffuser Inlet*
effect of this position of the shook wave on the nacelle
drag, and the exact position of the « wave ia not
known. It would aeem likely that poalUonlng fche shock
wave on the diffuaer lip with a velocity ratio of on*
mettle cause the le^at t1rag# .his ease, the external
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flow fieid * be supersonic, and the internal flow
eubeonic. >f course, tola would require a large p«»r«<in*
tag* of the {r«n«ur« recovery to be effected by the dlf
ser, and diffuaer efficiency decreases with Increased
danende upon Use diffusa** I further complication Intro-
duced by positioning tha a:«oek on t Iffuser lip is
m offact on tha boundary layor.
The doeeler<itia<a of flow tfcu a chock wave la
aceosstpliehed with sone degree of turbulence accounting
r tha entropy increase through the shock* With e
detached shook this turbulence tends to ba da -^>ed out
In tha free stress flow* If tha shock Is positioned
on tha dlffusar lip, the ensuing turbulence la trans*
wit tod to tha boundary layar. *e throat of tha
dlffuser there Is a favorable negative pressure gradient
tending to damp the turbulence, and establish laminar
flow e mdltiona in the boundary l*>yar. This favorable
region Is of very short length, however, end the fcurbu*
lenee my carry <yw«r Into the unfavorable positive
isassure gradient region in the divergent part of the
dlffu*or» and hasten flow separation, seriously effect-
ing the dlffuser ei' - . This should be thoroughly
investigated*
Thus, we are eon.: . *ed «S bh s situs t -toere ft
decision must be made as to which is the asm critical
factor, the ;.<owerplant porfomasjaee or the mt&odf&mtc
performance of the airplane* Before * decision can be
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rsachod, ths magnitude | a offacta or shock wav*
position mi»t os dstsrntlnsd*

The first c jaaideration in the design if id ier
is ite sift* and shape. The si as Is c«i troll «d by the
dealred v >luse of airflow tnrota^h the Gltfusmr, and its
ahape by the desired characteristics of the Intern&l
flow* An infinite number of shapes and sixes could be
considered, but for practical reasosta only one configu-
ration will be analysed. It is hoped that the method
of analysis used *dll be applicable to other designs
with necessary sodiflestIons.
A representative modern turbo-Jet engine develops
4#000 pounds of static thrust «Lti in airflow of 73
pounds of air per second* The eosasrasflor of this engine
will c cans -Me a constant volume of air for a *dvcn mtp&n*
•peed. The turbo-jet engine is characterised by giving
its beat p*rt&vmm* at Its design engine speed which
is per cent 8FK. The volunetrlc capacity of the
i«n engine can then be calculated froa the continuity
equation, and the diffuse* will be designed accordingly.
The density of the entering airflow will be eseuised to
be that of the standard see level atmosphere.
« e fAV • 73 l»./eec.
73
£ i* #d XXlv
:>i
g « £ S Ji-f * . C5U. ft./SCC.
w • weight flow, lb. /see*
Q » voitae flew, c . I t./aoc«
A « eroes-aecti -?nal ar©a af fl ->w, it* I
? • ri>w velocity, ft./sec.
P a specific weight of fluid, lb«/cu.ft.
1fe» three critical design conditions of a turbo-
jet powered airplane ere the at»tle thrust condition,
ts&e-off «wl iwmeIwusi speed, the firat two conditions
a - diffuser la of little use, and it would be bett«r if
mm* device ems used to bypass the diffuw
xiraua *p**&, however, !? ft at v
diTfuser performance ia desirs . The design operating
condition of the diffuser la then decided upoa N r
selection is a fll ash naaber of 1,5 at V',
feet altitude.
The ditrvtmmv »ill be conical with a rounded entrance
lip to reduce entrance losses* The wtt oeity ratio
deeired Is 0.6. ^©r flight ^aoh numbers greater than
one s detached normal shock will occur ahead of the
diffuser, end the total pressure loss accompanying this
ehocfc wUl be accepted. Where shock oeeura, the free
stress velocity foil ; the shock will be used t
determine the velocity ratio of Has dlffueer. the
velocity of flow from the I of the diffuser will be





tola Infarction tho »l*o of &m diffuaor eta bo dafcor-
teNU
Firat, tha conditions fte?o«« tha anook usvo
to bo determined. Tho Initial conditions ore for the
standard kfciosphore, and th* conditions somas too normal
•hods oro fount! in ;of
. $9 Tools ||§, it u thon sa*u»ad
that the flow is aloaad lasntropical ly from tfia tfr#s
atrssa oa an to t ho m , tt th» < *»r «
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1.5 Igtsfe 970.7 391.9 .00055?
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velocity of aound, ft./aac.
at&tic praa#urs, lb./ao,*ft.
3t&tic tamper*- tars, dag.
aafcch number, V/a.
condition before tno *hor




2 m dlff^aer throat.
3 - diffue*r exit.
» - reference ateta %b<ir» waeh number ie one*
Knowing the velocity at the «ntr*oee of t&e dlfi -
aer, ^nd knowing the volusee rtto of flow the area of
e diffuaer entrance can be calculated.
|
s
.6 x IL * V7Q ft./aec.
Al • §J *
-
*%• ^t.
I>X * Ut>0$ ft. « .
Al « A, X tlk^l m 2.Q& x f '*$ffl 2.635 »<J. f t,** A3/A# IO03
D3 s 1.13 ft, a 21.95 1«.
A3 waa calculated free* Table 30 of the "(laa feblea",
knowing the deaired exit m&ch number, *n*i aasutsiog en
leentropie proeeaa. This assumption will be corrected
later to all- w for the fact a proeeaa will not
be isentropic. Next, wittj a contraction ratio of 1.1 > !j
between the diffuaer entrance and throat, and rounding
the entrance lip, .«he maeh number at tii© throat wan
found to be . 1, throat area m 1.71 «!• ft., throat
dlaneter • 1 , 1, A divergence an^le ME < , fToi
the throat > exit waa asaieaed, 1 m diffuaer
length determined, -1 dimension? tne dlffuaer ere




h Z x Bin ko • 30.1 in.
I- londltlone oj_ internal Flow .
Vow that the geometry of the dIf usor nee been
determined, the character of &he internal flow oan be
determined for any given condition of inflow. The
volume rate of flow for th« design operating condition
of the engine has been calculated, mad the velocity at
the d Iffuser entrance haa been eatablishod. The cos*-
pre »aion or expansion of the floe from the f ree a trees
condition to the condition at the diffuaer entrance haa
been assisted to be an iaentropic process, except across
the ahock front when such occura. Trie oo*preaaiori of
the floe within the diffuaer * 11 alaobe assumed to be
iaentropic, and when the diffuaer losses hawe been de-
termined, the geometry of the dtttvee will be corrected
accordingly to allow for variation fro» the iaentropic
condition*
The character of the internal flow can be deter-
mined finest Table if the Oaa tables, tead the resulting
flow for the desi&n operating condition of a flight meeh
number of 1.5 at 1*0,000 feet altitude i» ah own in Table
I, and rig, 2
!• **>—*ti** of ksadnar
Sinew a diffuaer la a free stream haa a boundary
layer of sere thicknea* at the a tagnation ooint of the
:.
flow, and since the rounded ontra<jee lip In « MM effect
of :>roducinr, a favorable pressure gradient up to the
point of the diffuser throat, Cw 1 Lai boundary layer
in fche antraneo of tbe diffueer wi 11 be laminar, is
to tfw adverse treasure gradient JUa the diwr^ing part
of the dlffuaer, however, tula laminar boundary layer
will separate, there 4 11 be a transition scne, and than
a turbulent boundary lay*r "ill eetablish Itaelf If the
pressure gradient le not too The int of aepa-
ration of tae laminar boundary layer can be determined
by the rjethed of Hef . 10, previously mentioned*
Velocity gradient » 9 * £ (1 ! ? 'M) If
, -0.164
ax • 0.3?6 •*
*Pa
*/2 " P«M>










» s .0^65 (Proai Fig. 8)




After the separation of the lawlnar boundary layer,
there exists * transition region la which the flow In
the boundary layer Is neither laminar mar turbulent.
Ref. 11 <slves thie length as*
For the particular condition under investigation sepa-
ration occurred at */e « .1325 where the following con-
ditions existed!
V» » 553. ; ft./sco«
a 3-2.0-3 la.
V g . 00297 ft.2/»<*«»
Mining length * x/c * . £
This indies tea that turbulent flow Is established soon
after laminar separation at x/e « •lli.66.
S. Separation of the Turbulent j^ndjrx J&XS&.
ftee poesibillty of separation of the turbulent
boundary layer wee Investigated by the method of von
Doehnhoff and Tetervin described in Kef. 12, and pre-
viously discussed. Lnee it was found th&t laminar
separation would oceur very soon after the flow ?fr&~
graased into the region of positive pressure gradient,
it waa believed that It should be satisfactory to assume




of the diffuaer. An initial value of the anape para-
meter waa assigned as 1.2% because at tha throat the
preaaure gradient would be S«S <* initial value of
mommntosa thtamaailf a, waa computed in tha following
manner. The boundary layer t-nlcxneaa at the throat waa
computed, and using tha randtl * Blaslus aquation,
which waa jprevlously given, for the velocity dletribu-
ti on in tha boundary layer, tha momentum thickness of
tha boundary layer waa computed. Thia momentum thick-
neaa does not change when there la a transition from
laminar to turbulent flow In tfam botmdsry layer, and ao
thia value la suitable for the initial momentum thiekness
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8- . 11 -. -
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. afeoV 3 x 10**
•The Initial boundary layer conditions have bean estab-
lished, and t&e soaiputatlon for tJmm growth of the turbu-
lent boundary layer la shown i . -oat the





The displacement thickness of the bo ndar? layer
at the axit of t'i« diffuaer can b« det»r7diasd from the
relation between it* the raomentusi noes end the shape
parameter.
Shape mrsmeter • IfrP***.*** 1^ ^oia^M
momentum thickness
lace-*ent thickness • 1«£86 x . • *Q0©3£ f t*
The exit diameter of the diffueer * 11 fee** to be in-
creased by twice the displacement thickness to allow for
ckness of the boundary layer.
The * in friction in the diffuaer will cause a
pressure loss which can be calculated fro® the follow-
ing equation which waa developed earlier
t
Jo Z*
the skin friction coef Tie lent was determined as previously
explained* The pressure loss equation can be graphi-
cally integrated* 1 plot of the integrand is shown in





Pf - P§ 3.33 lb./sq.ft.
These computations show the loss due to friction to be




aaall I</b ratio as the duet has, Since this was the
only less which could be Attributed to the Internal
flow In the dlffuscr, the exit area of the diffuaer isust
be increased bj e fee tor of 1,0©£$ to achieve the de-
sired earlt conditions.
%• have been able to make estimates of the shoes:
loss, the separation lose acid the frletlon loss in a
typical diffuaer. f the particular configuration
chosen, it was found that the jw*«&«re loaa aeroaa the
a ioek wave was eoneiderable, but waa aceoBg>anied by a
considerable pressure recovery, and speed decrease whir.
facilitated the work oC further compression* It was
found thst separation did not occur far the particular
geometric configuration selected, and the expansion
loss was non-existent. The ls« due to f riction was
very small beceuae of the ahart length of diffuaer re-
quired. Further friational leasee in ths ducting be-
tween the exit of the diffuaer and the aosspreaa^r mntrmmm
are shosm in Fig, 22.
the eetnod of obtainl is jpr assure less due to
friction in tfes length of constant area duct between the
diffuaer exit *tnd the entrance to the coaspreeaor was
the followli
'-avlitlona at diffuaer exit.
T - A8 ft./eec, q - FM lb»/a<|,ft.
P - 1,310 10-3 slugs/ft}
^ m 3,71 x 10*7 lb,aee,/ft.2
.
*3
D (uncorrected) - I.83 ft*
3 indary layer displacement thlekneea - .
D (earreeted) - (1.33 * »0Oij£)) x (1. -
1.8^3 ft.
Heynolds nimh&r m 2.27 x XtP
Tha friction fftctor, f , for the lea&tfe of ducting
was obtained from the "oody equation ehloh 1st
f • ,0055 (1 * (20,000 § * !&-.) x/^)
£ « .00015 ft.
f s . '12£
n « f q t/p * .99 r,A ib./a<i.f .
If we assume an exit length equal to I hree times
the exit disaster which should assure complete pressure
recovery, then we can max* an estimate ef the ram re-
eeverv rstlo of the diffuser under investigation.
Total pressure loss due to the shock esv*«
Pe • 391.9 l&./sq.ft.
pg » T;37 lb.A<3.ft.
pf/p? a .930
p£ - p* « 1 lb./sq.ft.
Total pressure loss due to friction in the diffuser.
*P° • 3.33 lb#/sq.ft.
Total pressure loss due to f riction In the constant
duet following the diffuser*
,
Ap » 2.97 lb./sr?.ft.
—£ ^s (at low subsonic 9fa«h nusibars.
}
A : * 3.17 lb./sq.ft.
pg « 1 37 - 1 M - 3.33 - 3.17 * 1330 Ib./aq.ft,
-
P§ *» Pq 1.330 - 3--)l. rj
Ran reoovery ratio a -g * ITU ti ' 3
Po - Po 37 - 3/1.9
.69S
It appears that the ra»i reoovery ratio of tie c osen
diffuaar eonfi^uretion la fslrly hi£h* and that the prin-
elpal pressure lose occurs through the shock wave, it
attempt aaa medo to asaaas antranca loss* yawing Ions*
turning loss* loss dus to obstructions, e*lt loss or
leakage loss because thaaa sra factors which can ba mini-
vlsad with proper dealgn. It would appaar frost this
analysis that rara recovery ratio can ba kept to a reason*
abla value over; ttotouggh a aorraal shook precede en-
trance of the flow into the ^* Iffuser.
P1&. 23 shows tha variati ft velocity ratio with
fli moh mnber. As is to ba expected, veloei
ratio decreases with increasing flight -neon nunbar up
to tha sonic velocity. Due to a shook occurring in tha
flow ahead of the diffuaar, velocity retlo Increases
with increasing supersonic flight velocities since tha
strength of the t and tha velocity decrease serosa
•.
$5
the ahock increaee with increasing Umeh number* Velocity
rstio laoreaaea with altitude »» f month number in-
creases because of the variation of &*eh number with
temperature. Temperature decreases i&h altitude, sonic
velocity decreases, and a leaser flight velocity gives
the same ¥&ah number.
Pig, 2k si-owa the Increase of density ratio with
flight maeh number. ia ratio is also a measure of
the mams flow through toe engine, fhe entrance area
and entrance velocity are fixed. The former la fixed
due to diffueer design; the latter due to th& engine
s eed and permissible volume flow. The nsss flow through
the engine, tterefore, with a fixed engine apeed varies
directly with the flow density at the diffueer entrance,
Entrance density Increases with fl saber be-
cauae of ehe recovery of ran pressure *h»*& of the di
aer entrance, The reduction in entrance density with
increasing altitude la due to the reduced ambient sir
denaity at altitude.
a..- 13
W»wm « few short yearn a$o the idea of driving
an aircraft with anything excspt * propeller would have
baan scoffed et f now doeens of practical Jot propelled
bombers smd fights* planee are available. A aurvey of
the field will reveal a wide variation of entrance duct
designs, and air inlet locutions. It must be remembered $
however, that the majority of these airplane* were de-
signed for subsonic speeds, although several experl*H?. -
tal deeisns 3r transonic end auperaonic flight are aiao
available.
signs i&tch feature fuselage engine installations
mr^ confined to fighter types. The air entranaa daet
cmtiona raarj witfe the different deeigns.
the nose I | are the Republic ^-6%, the Nov
Aawrlcan ^~8&, the republic XF--}1, and the feeftonaell
-
'. lag eossaon to all these models is an axial
flow turbojet engine*
The ¥~$\ had aerioua duct trouble in lta develop-
ment. The inl t duct is divided Into two rectangular
ducts aft of the circular nose inlet, ffce duete extend
along the side of the fuselage to a 1 tt assembly
at the face or no. 'me ducts «r© fifteen feet
long and considerable leefcs&e eemiret; ,he early
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••dole. Loaaea in the £ duct MM reduced by the »«e
of aealln* eo»p>ui*d «rid i 4wm»t In feetener spools*.
To clear the preaeurlsed option of the fuMlagt the
ducta extend down clang the aide tad then riae upward.
To eliainete losses dum to duct bands, tha engine ama
tipped down two* degree* to perwlt a straight eonnee-
Mm vlth She air inlet ducts. This requires a sialic*
four degree bead aft 01 engine at the tail cone
splice. Auxiliary sir inlets near the eojspreeser inlet
for low cpeed flight acre c^sidered, but the complexity
outweighed the thrust saving wnieh would hewe mounted
to four p^r cent gain in static thrust. reseat dew
seat of an improved wodel of the ?-fc% envisage a flush
type air inlet inatead of the stagnation point inlet
the P~36, present holder of the «orld»* air speed
record, differc fron tha - in that tha air entrance
duct is not divided but peases directly rearward to the
eoffljpressor inlet. he eocxplt floor la located above the
air duct. ?ae noae air inlet featurae an extended
upper Up to furniah adequate eir to the engine at high
angles of stuck. The U teat version or the t»-66# the
X*-93, »I11 feature finch type air inlets.
*ae XP-91. * na* nigh spaed, a altitude inter-
eeptor routed to be capablo of supersonic spaed, has a
divided sir inlet duct with s four to five Toot sting
projecting out of it. It is not *r*own if this stin* is
to function as an Oswatitach type diffuser |Se*% 7) or not.
.
The XF-"*5» the parasite iter, features «a mnu-
lar typ*» nose ui- : et. The air inl *t duet leads
directly to the face of tits cofspreaaor of the Nesting-
house J-3^ axial f 3
fttewiplee of fi&hter destine employing wing-fuselage
-.ctlon tir inlets to engines in&tallcd in the fmmm
lage are the Ctuuiee- .t XF&J end th. , the Qemmaxk
?9F# the JSeBoaneU « >8, and the wing Bri tit
designs, ilM .awxer %. Jf^o and Oloster ft* lA . ^th
axial flow and centrifugal flow type engine a are repre-
sented in these airplanes*
The XP6^ haa aemi-circular shaped air inlets , the
eepi-cirelee projecting below the wing* > informsWon
seems to be available on this configuration which ia
unique, but the change In the orientation of the duct
entrance on the ould indicate that the first instal-
lation was not entirely satisfactory. iawi-circuiar
shaped entrance ducts are al m the , but the
serai-circle now appears as a scoop extending; out of the
sela^e* r o improve the velocity distribution across
.« fsoe of the air inlet, a boundary layer suction slot
is provided adjacent to the fuselage. ifons^tlon about
the duct prohi ens with these aircraft ie not available,
but some information on the design principles can he
gleaned from Hsjf* $2 which was written by a member of
the Chance Yought engineering ataf In this reference
Mm kh&M* wmtmmmmM t ****«ltg w«eie tf . at the
.;.;.
•I
Buuclsrjtn speed flight condition with a flow velocity at
the compressor inl«t at abo »» per hour, A
food duet six feet long, with a gentle curvature of rive
to ten decrees gives about a one per cent total *r assure
loss, equivalent to e 1«7 - 2.0 p«»r cent lass In tnruet.
.
An S-shaped duet with, two le bends having a total
curvature of sixty degrees gives s three to four per
cent total pressure loss corresponding to s five to eight
per oent loss in thrust* m air entrance duet configu-
ration of the ffn sad the tfloster t*l/¥l are very sin -
lar, sees!-circular in shape with s boundary leyar bleed
next to the fuselt ft. Internally aoaw difference wast
exist since the hai two J-34 engines while the
&* l/ltU has a aiaja Kolla-Hoyee *U*n«* •
the P<?F, the XF-58 and the Hanker 8, 7A& *****
triangular shaped air entrance ducts with the base of
the triangle adjacent to the fuselage. Whether boun-
dary layer suction slota are used at the fuselage is
not evident from pictures of the installations. 9m
air inlet of the F^P ia amnrnX to the direction of flow.
•The air inlets of the X"?-33 and the S.7A& have an
angularity in plan view. The upper lip <^t the fi»7A&
elso extends beyond the lower lip* ;.<« onnall saust have
solved the problem of lsteral flow across the face of
the duet which caused velocity distribution problems on
a similar configuration in the XFP- Off
which the XFD-1 w&s a prototype the orientation of tfce

fa«e of the duet entrance waa ohefiged to be normal to
the air flow direction. Itom ?*& features four auxiliary
MWI doors ->penln$ directly into the planus ohsatbar
for low apaad and ground operation of tho engine. ia
ducting of the K.7A& i« unique in that hewing two air
intakes in tha wing root, it also hae two exhaust out-
lata in tha win« trailing «<**?• wt the fuselage. A
a Ingle angina ia loomtad in tha fuselage. Tha Hawker
air inlat design «aust have prolan eatisfactor? because
it is retained on ta naw ilawker ?«10£2«
Filters hawjT\ooop type air entrance duets to
angina installations in tna fnaele&s) *r* tha Lockheed
aW*0, TJMtoG and X7~90 9 tha Serthrop XF-89* and the
VttcaraWi nuiatron#; ^attacker". Tha sir inlet ducts ot
tha iMMl * -W *ra nostril shaped on either side
of tha fuselage ahaad <nt tha wing root, (of. 23 Riwaa
an explanation of tha choice of entrance duct location
and reveals »<mm of tha prefeleasj enoountared with thia
design. It was found that unstable duct floe resub ed
at low flo* ratios due to flow breakdown and boundary
layer separation. Tha flow separation rave a loud duet
xnasble* which could be heard for miles. Directional
"snaking 1* of the aircraft could also be treeed to this
source. ~lni5 grcund operation flow p*v*ra*X occurred
in the ducta, flow coning In tha duct on one aide and
out tha duct tm the opposite side. *traduction of a
boundary layer bleed at the duct entrances cured the
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dlf ['icultlas at a cost of two to tht— alles hour
In airspeed* The final result was a not ram at high
apsed equal to seventy p«e? cent of Ut© available adia-
batic compression ratio. Spring loaded door© behind the
lot supply air to the compressor at lew speeds and
for ground operation*
*e XP-90 was 08 ally reported to have a flush
type air inlet duet, but pictures aho* duets similar
to those employed on the -*0* The XP-90, nowever, liaa
two axial floe turbojeta in the fuselage whereas the
P-&Q had one centrifugal flow engine* The XF«89 has
two engine* slung ssmi-externally from the lower part
of the f?isel&isC* Semi-eircaar air Inlet ducts lea4
directly to the tv 35J engines* *ould a com that
a uniform flow at the compressor entrance would be diffi-
cult with thia design. The *Attaek«r" has sir inlet
ducts In the shape of circular ares, leas than semi-
circles* The inle ts tot frasa the fuselage forward
of the wing* Boundary layer slots ere located adjacent
to the fusel a --e at the duet entrances. The flow through
the boundary layer slots exhausts through lettered open-
lags in the fusel sire akin aft of the duct entrance*
The main air duets follow aft en both sides of the fuse-
lage and dump into a
:
lenum chamber at the forward face
of the engine, f,n auxiliary air Intaice on top of too
fuselage provides air to the engine for ground opera
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three fighter desicsna ifei Ml engine installa-
tions in the win«a are the *e!*e«nell **«** end P2H-1
and the Curtlaa 1*4 .. aDormell model* ere similar
in ei>paara»ca with aialler engine inataUfctions and air
inlet ducts. The FH-1 ia equipped with two < estiii&house
19301 axial flow Jet engine a; tha ?£;.<-! ia equlps>ed with
two J-A anginas. Tha anginas are located in the wing
>ta and a trian*sul*r aiwipad air inlat la used,
clal»sd that thia configuration gives ematant valoelty
distribution across I 1st face, m& the ram pressure
recovery ia 39 p*r cant of that available*
ia aaid to ba free from internal flow separation at any
velocity ratio to ba expected in noraud operatic
the f* *t the upper sod lever portions of the
pawerplant eeetion act aa two thin airfoils, the criti-
cal Siaeh masfcer of the wing root ia higher than that of
the outer wing panel. o wool thm powerplant section
and bleed off the boundary layer adjacent to the fuselag
a boundary layer suction alot is provided at toe air
Inlet. rte fclr fron the auction elot flows through the
accessory compartment and thence into the air a trees*.
a r«r#v*+ flow through the boundary layer suction slot
occurs in ground operation, but no adverse effects ere
noticed with this flow reversal,
Bel '•-•/ is sjamwN a? f**ev 3m& engfma»< ia
engines ere installed in nacelles in the wings, two
engines to eaah. nacelle* The englae nacelloa are about
'
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tan feet long no that the air entraaea duet >mtst neeaa-
earily be s jort. A single r. i«P shaped air inlet
ovldes air to the two engines in oaeh naeello, the
flow dividing Just art of ti*e entrance. The air IntaJfie
ducts are protected to prevent icing or water entering
d :eewy rain. h« extent or nature of this protec-
tion was not nade known.
•ma boaber typee almost all have engtiaes installed
in tha wings, or attached to the *inge. The air inleta,
therefore, are of the stagnation point type. Represen-
tative installations ara those on tfc* aolldatad
XB-46, oein$ t*«t?* Wartin XB-fca and tha »orthrop YB-^Q.
jis Tour anginas contained in two angina
naeallas along below tha win% ona elliptical air inlat
provides flow to both anginas in tha sane nacelle. ?he
air inlat duct la divided Just i rime*.
fbm XB-^7 holds tha transcontinental flight record,
crossing the .:.
.
in 3 hours »n^ fyk winutea and averag-
ing 60T.2 miles p*r hour, it has six engine* supported
by pylons extending down fresa the wing, two engines
mounted on each of tha inboard pylons ^ad one angina
on each of the outboard pylons. Tha *ir inlet dueta
ara annular, one for e*ch engine. riba*rd pylona
where tha engines are located adjecent to aaoh other,
tha segments of tha outer ones common to both engines
extend further forward than the reminder he inlet
• prevent interaction of the Individual flows to
I f I V? I
each engine. The XB-4* so has six engines, three on
each wins In a cmtoa nacelle. * &ir entrance ducta
to etch engine sre annular ia for»# end tunnel a through
the nceelle are provided betwa^r* adjacent engines' to
keep the critical Seen number ovar the wings a a hl«n aa
possible. To# TS-49 has four englnee located eide by
aida in each wing. Tha air inlet to tha en&inea U lo-
cated In tha wing leading edge. Tha air ialat la wide
and nerve* with internal parti tiona to divide the XI aw
to each engine.
The Martin Pl^-1 i« an exanple of a hybrid install*-
Ita stein motive power la two reciprocating engines
with tt*> jet engine a for additional power when n—d*d.
One reeiproc 3 engine and one Jet engine ere mount**
in a eoMRon nacelle projecting below the win-',, i*aen the
Jet engine ia in operation air ia provided through a
aeoop which opens forward and down from the nacelle
.
«hen the jet engine la not operating the aeoop retracta
and Ita bottoa providea the lower forward face of the
nacelle. lace the top apeed of the yljX-1 ia not very
Mgh, rem recovery la not a acrioua problem and careful
duct design i« not critical.
The axperiawmtal planea designed to investigate
flight at or near the a »lty are not unlike the
la teat fighter doelgt designed
for ) subsonic velocities features a circular natm
inlet with the ducting dividing Just aft of the inlet.
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The split duet m .a just forward of fche J-33 Jet
engine. ?he ducting and air inlet sre similar to the
installation on the P-34.
The Pouglae kll, a combination rocket and turbo*
jat powered elrplens, is designed for supersonic »paad».
It features two flush air Inlets on aithar sida of the
lower, forward fuaelsge. Paw datalls on thass air in-
lats AT9 available. KACA was responsible for tha design.
4ras show nothing projecting beyond the contour of
the fusala^a*
Tha Sonaolidsted | reseereh plane, poworad by a
J~33 engine, has a circular air inlet In tha nose of tha
fuselege. k sting projects forward out of tha center
of tha sir inlet. It is raportad that this sting Is m
Oswatitseh type dittvM^ <aaf. 7). Partner details on
tha air inlet ducting ara not available*
Tha Horthrop X-ij., designed to investigate tha
transonle spaed range, *ach numbers 0.3 - 1.2, is r>owered
by two astinghouee 19XB engines Installed at tha win$-
fuselaga Junction, Scoop type sir inlet duets supply
tha angina air. Tha shape of tha duct entrances is not
ilttee that of tha F-dO.
Tha Armstro««-l&iitiorth $2, a isritieh design to
test the potentialities of tha flying wing* is powered
by two Rolle-Hoyee "•Nana* anginas, located In separata
naeell«s projecting below the wln&. Use air inlet duct




lip* A novel feature of the air inl»»t dueting Is t
auxiliary source of Air at low *peB&*m A boundary layer
suction slot on the wing near fche tip at the fifty per
cent chord point supplies air directly to the plenum
<uaber at low speed flight* This serves a dual purpose.
In addition to m /lag additional air to the engine,
it delays wirir: tip stall* It would seem t&at such a
system would have Ifreat possibility*
This resuae of the types and 1 lona of engine
air inlet ducts on soae representative *odem alrplenes
reveals the variations in design whieh have been success*
ful in the past* The tread in experimental aircraft
is just ae varied* *fhe results of flights with the
experiiaental aircraft way show that one type of instal-
lation Is superior to another, but isore than likely it




In thia report an attempt haa been *ede to Investi-
gate analytically tha porforraaaea of a diffuaar for ue*
In a turbo-Jet angina at transonic fli#sfc apoeda. **
factors which detract from diffuse* perfo«*snee have
been explored, and aaeaas to minimise these losses have
been dlaeuaaad* Convenient nethods of determining tha
aagnituda of these losses analytically have been sug-
gested, but final corroboration of these methods id 11
depend upon future ojeperimental verifieatio ...
It was found that tha internal diffuse* flow was
not affactad greatly by the preaence of a ahocfc wave
ahead of the diffuaar entrance. «ith eueh a situation,
tha internal flow in tha diffuaar was not materially
Terent front that reailting at aubaonic flight
apesda* Tha losses encounterad across such a shock wave
*e*e act found to penalise the diffuaar performance
at flight nseah nawbara below 1.5. urse,
the validity of these f Ladings, and the adviaabillty
of allowing ad attached shock to form ahead of the dii -
ser entrance are open to queatio
It is believed that the key to the adviaabillty of
utilising a shock ahead of tha diffuaar safe***** to







the l:xfluence of this sh ook on the d rag of the airplane
.
It Is also believed that the fir«« e airplane will
be offooted by the velocity ratio of tho airflow ontor-
lag the diffuser. ? v ie limits of velocity rsfcio, parti-
cular ie lower Unit, found suitable tor subsonic
flight will not necessarily be sstisfsstory for super-
sonic flight. SJxperiwentel investigation of this problem
is warranted. It maybe fount! that the lower limit of
allowable velocity ratio is raised so high that it com-
plicates the internal flow of the diffuser.
Other problems which ars associated w ith the de-
tsehed shook wave, and whieh should be investigated
experimentally are the location of the shock wave ahead
of the diffuser entrains, and the persistense of turbu-
lence induced in the flow is shook wave. I loca-
tion of the s iock wave is of interest primarily in that
it wight explain the lirslta of per^lasibls velocity
ratios, and night bo a measure of trie saock induced
turbulenss entering the diffuser* The persistence of
the shock Induced turbulence is of Interest because it
will have great influence on the internal diffuser flow
if it persists beyond the throat of the diff ussr. This
shook induced turbulence if it is transmitted to the
boundary layer in the region of oaltive pressure gradi-
ent will limit the rets of pressure recovery, or r«ay
csuss internal flow separai
t»;i:>a
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Two diiasaaieasl effects at the entrance and exit
V0 rflffussr ssstion sre not exrleiaed elsarl;/ la
say of the literature dealing with flow la * 4 ^er,
although hints are given I Ps. 3 * I when it Is
suggested that extra leagths of constant area ducting
following tha diverging section are neoeasary for coa-
sts preanura recover;, . It » be interesting t
invssti&sts sxpsristentslly t:» velocity prof11a across
tha faos of the diffussr at various velocity ratios,
for both subsonic and supersonic flows* *ae vslocity
r>rof11a at the diffussr sxit would ba of even greater
interest, particularly its vsriefcm with diffussr long
1
sad diverganes sn&Ls, aad ths offsot of suction slots
sad induced rotation oa tha velocity profile. This
latter effect, iadueod flow rotation, is not giantlonod
la say of the literature oa diffussr flow eneonnfcered to
data. Tha sdvantagss &T a flow with rotation ara sat
forth in Hef, 3* vith rotsting flow in a diffussr,
separation is delayed sad xsore eotsol«te pressure recovery
is obtsined in the diffuse! ss#, cs the diffussr
exhausts to the soapresaor, s rotating machine, it is
rsasoasble to believe that rotation <ft flow in the
diffussr will be induced bj the compressor rotation,
the strength of MM rotation and the region of flow
affected would be useful design Infomatlon*
Finally, the development of tas boundary layer in
s diffussr ia worthy of investigat. . The s**taod of
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analysis suggested f« \2 is not strictly applicable
to flow la & duet, and It also entails considerable
computet! ; , ^Jbsant&l inv. atIon Involving
variation of rates of pra^fty^ recovery an^ diffuser
lengths, with neeeaasry corrections for variation of
the ia/noM a number, could ap&$d the problem of diffuser
analysis and fill a gap In «bg study of dlffuser per~
for^anes. *v©etIgations of parssieaibla diffuser
divergence augl*e have neglected tha affect of diffuaer
length, **nd neve boon conducted at Aros ratios aueh
higher MeNNI neoeas& jt & turbo-jet engine air
inlet duct*
It la not fait tnat thaaa ea&tfoatlona for future
Investigation exhaust the possibilities for diTfuaer
resesrc
.
It is ballswad that the/ include tSm ®ore
iivaedlately important i tesaa, those topics neglected In
the past which 9*ay influence d iffuser performance at
transonic speeds. r subjects, equal ly interesting,
will robably be aHfjested by discussions in the body
of the report, ^oubtedly, ideas on atrtumur perfor-
ates* and analysis different fro«s those included in
•Is report *ill arise* and errors in reasoning wxj be
found, but If this report stir m diffuse*




a m apeed of sound*
A m cross-acctional eraa*
Cp - specific best at constant pressure*
ey - specific heat at constant volume*
M - Math nmtber, y/««
n - exponent for * polytropic process, pV1 »
constant.
p - static pressiare.
p° - total pressure




It • gas constant, l5ij.£/mole«ular weight*
dS - change la entropy*
T m static temperature*
T° • total temperature.
- vdbcity*
Y - ratio of specific hosts*
•lo- dlffuser efficiency*
1
*-*i - eosipressibillty factor.
I" - coefficient of viscosity*
V
- kinematic viscosity, r/p.
f m density.
Where symbols other than the above ere used In the
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Air inlets for turbo-




Air inlets for turbo-
jet engines through the
transonic speed range.

